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Abstract:
Statistical data, such as in the form of microdata, is used by different organisations as a
basis for creating knowledge to assist in their planning and decision-making activities.
However, before microdata can be made available for analysis, it needs to be
anonymised in order to protect the privacy of the individuals whose data is released.
The protection of privacy requires us to hide or obscure the released data. On the other
hand, making data useful for its users implies that we should provide data that is
accurate, complete and precise. Ideally, we should maximise both the level of privacy
and the level of information utility of a released microdata set. However, as we increase
the level of privacy, the level of information utility decreases. Without guidelines to
guide the selection of the optimum levels of privacy and information utility, it is
difficult to determine the optimum balance between the two goals.
The objective and constraints of this optimisation problem can be captured naturally
with concepts from Economic Price Theory. In this thesis, we present an approach
based on Economic Price Theory for guiding the process of microdata anonymisation
such that optimum levels of privacy and information utility are achieved.
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CHAPTER 1
I NTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Many organisations, including government departments and businesses, collect and
analyse data related to individuals. The data is then used to assist in the planning and
decision-making activities of those organisations. For example, governments may
collect data about individuals by means of a census. The data may then be analysed and
released in the form of statistical data to assist in the assessment of population trends
and to guide the development of government policies (Zielinski, 2006, 2007a).

However, when personal data is collected, analysed, or released in the form of statistical
data, it is necessary to protect the privacy of the individuals whose data is used. This is
necessary not only to ensure ethical conduct, but also to respect different privacy and
data protection laws. This need is especially evident in environments where the data is
of a highly sensitive nature, as it is in, for example, the medical environment (Gostin &
Turek-Brezina, 1995), commerce (Rauhofer, 2008; Paul, 2001), or in the context of
eParticipation (Zielinski, 2007a).

Statistical data can be disseminated in three different ways. These include dynamically
queryable databases, tabular data, and microdata (Hundepool et al., 2007; DomingoFerrer, Sebe, & Solanas, 2008; Willenborg & De Waal, 2001). However, in this
research work, we focus on microdata, since it used as the basis from which all other
statistical data outputs are derived. A microdata set is the "raw data" itself; it is a set of
records, where each record contains information on the entities represented in the
database.

To protect the privacy of the respondents whose data is released, it is not sufficient to
de-identify the microdata set by removing explicit identifiers (e.g. an ID number) from
-1-

the microdata set (Samarati, 2001; Skinner & Elliot, 2001). That is, a de-identified
microdata set can still be manipulated and / or matched with external sources of data in
an effort to re-identify individuals, or to disclose confidential data. Therefore, to protect
privacy, a microdata set needs to be anonymised before it can be released.

1.2 Problem statement
To protect the privacy of the respondents in a microdata set, the microdata needs to be
anonymised. As microdata is anonymised, data is removed (to some extent) from the
identifying variables. As more data is removed from the identifying variables, it
becomes increasingly difficult to infer sensitive data and to perform re-identification.
Therefore, as microdata is anonymised, the level of privacy in the microdata increases.
However, removing data from the identifying variables also reduces the accuracy and /
or completeness of the released microdata. Therefore, as microdata is anonymised, its
level of information utility also decreases. Consequently, as we increase the level of
privacy in a microdata set, the level of information utility decreases, and vice versa.

Ideally, we would like to release microdata that has high levels of privacy and
information utility. However, the protection of privacy implies that we should hide and
obscure data. On the other hand, releasing usable and useful data implies that we should
provide data that is accurate, complete and precise (Zielinski, 2007a, 2007b). Clearly, a
conflict between the needs of privacy and information utility exists. This conflict needs
to be resolved before a microdata set can be released.

Although a number of approaches have been proposed in the literature to address this
conflict, we argue (in Chapter 5) that they are not completely appropriate for finding the
optimum balance between privacy and information utility. Without guidelines to guide
the selection of the optimum levels of privacy and information utility (taking into
account the purpose for which the released data will be used), it is difficult to determine
how to anonymise a microdata set such that it can be released with an optimum balance
between the two conflicting goals. This difficulty may lead to cases where, in an effort
to release a microdata set with a high level of information utility, the resulting level of
privacy may be insufficient. Alternatively, a microdata set could be released with a level
-2-

of privacy that is far too high for a particular set of circumstances, leading to
unnecessary loss in information utility. By guiding the selection of the optimum levels
of privacy and information utility, we will be able to anonymise microdata without
unnecessary loss in privacy or information utility, ensuring higher quality of the
released microdata.

1.3 Research question, goal, and objectives of the study
This study will address the above problem by answering the following research
question:

How can the process of microdata anonymisation be guided such that
there will exist an optimum balance between privacy and information
utility in the anonymised microdata?

The above research question will be answered through the following two research subquestions:
1. How should the optimum levels of privacy and information utility be
determined?
2. How should a microdata set be anonymised such that the determined optimum
levels of privacy and information utility are achieved?

Based on the above research question, the goal of this study is to propose a microdata
anonymisation process that will anonymise microdata such that it will have an optimum
balance between privacy and information utility.

Based on the above research sub-questions, the objectives of this study are:
1. To propose a process through which the optimum levels of privacy and
information utility of a microdata set can be determined.
2. To propose a process that will anonymise a microdata set such it will possess the
determined optimum levels of privacy and information utility.

-3-

1.4 Delimitation of scope
Statistical data, information security, privacy, and anonymisation techniques form the
basis for the area in which our research problem exists. We will limit the scope of our
study in these four aspects as follows.

Firstly, we will concentrate on only one type of statistical data, namely microdata. That
is, we will not focus on other ways in which statistical data can be disseminated.
Nevertheless, other types of statistical data will be briefly discussed in Chapter 2. We
choose to focus on microdata because it forms the basis for deriving the other types of
statistical data. In addition, we will focus on only the dissemination aspect of microdata
production. Other steps of microdata production, such as collection and processing of
the data, will not be addressed.

Secondly, since our focus is on the protection of privacy in microdata, our study is
limited to only one aspect of information security, namely confidentiality. Other aspects
of information security, such as integrity and availability (Pfleeger, 1997) will therefore
not be considered.

Thirdly, we will restrict our focus to only one dimension of privacy, namely respondent
privacy. This dimension of privacy aims to prevent the re-identification and disclosure
of confidential data of the respondents whose records are released in a microdata set
(Domingo-Ferrer & Saygin, 2009; Domingo-Ferrer, 2007). Other dimensions of
privacy, such as owner privacy and user privacy, will not be part of the scope of this
study, although they will be briefly discussed in Chapter 3.

Finally, we will only consider two microdata anonymisation techniques in this study,
namely global recoding and microaggregation. These techniques are examples of nonperturbative and perturbative anonymisation techniques, respectively. We focus on
these two techniques, since they are typically used to achieve k-anonymity (Samarati,
2001; Sweeney, 2002a, 2002b; Domingo-Ferrer & Torra, 2005). Combining local
suppression with local or global recoding may also be used to achieve k-anonymity.
However, we will not consider local suppression and local recoding, due to the
-4-

drawbacks in their use for k-anonymisation, which will be explained in Chapter 5. Other
non-perturbative and perturbative techniques, as well as synthetic data generation
techniques, are outside of the scope of this study.

1.5 Methodology
Our research question is answered through two research sub-questions and our goal is
achieved through two objectives. In this Section, we discuss the methodology that will
be applied to answer our research sub-questions and to achieve our objectives.

To answer our first research sub-question and to achieve our first objective, we aim to
determine how best to allocate the available information in a microdata set between the
released information (i.e. information utility) and the hidden information (i.e. privacy),
so as to maximise the joint benefit of the data user and the data owner. This aim closely
corresponds to the aim of the utility maximisation problem of a consumer in Economic
Price Theory (or Microeconomics) (Besanko & Braeutigam, 2005; Dixit, 1990; J.
Hirshleifer, Glazer, & D. Hirshleifer, 2005; Mansfield, 1985).

In Economic Price Theory, and particularly in the utility maximisation problem of a
consumer, a consumer's "optimum" balance between the consumption of goods can be
found when the consumer is constrained by prices of the goods as well as a budget
available for purchasing the goods. Finding a solution to this problem is based on
finding an optimum point for the consumer so as to maximise the (economic) utility, or
satisfaction, that the consumer derives from consuming the goods. Therefore, to solve
this problem, we need to determine how to allocate the consumer's income among
different goods in order to maximise the consumer's utility (or satisfaction) gained from
consuming the goods.

If we use these concepts from Economic Price Theory in our research work, we can
consider our goods to be information utility and privacy, our budget to be the amount of
data (in terms of information entropy) that is available in the non-anonymised
microdata, and our economic utility to be the joint benefit of the data user and the data
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owner. Hence, we will use Economic Price Theory as a basis for guiding the process of
microdata anonymisation.

Therefore, to answer the first research sub-question and to achieve our first objective,
we will apply an inter-disciplinary research approach. We will borrow concepts from
Economic Price Theory and apply them in our discipline to propose an algorithm (in
terms of high-level steps) that will determine the optimum levels of privacy and
information utility of a microdata set. This algorithm will then be evaluated through a
simulation. The evaluation will show how the input preferences, according to which the
optimum levels are determined, impact the optimum levels of information utility and
privacy.

To answer our second research sub-question and to achieve our second objective, we
will propose two algorithms (in terms of high-level steps). These algorithms will
determine how to anonymise a microdata set such that the optimum levels of
information utility and privacy are achieved. The first algorithm will be for a nonperturbative anonymisation technique, namely global recoding. The second algorithm
will be for microaggregation, which is a perturbative microdata anonymisation
technique. Both algorithms will also be evaluated through a simulation, which will
show how the optimum levels of information utility and privacy change the way in
which a microdata set is anonymised.

1.6 Organisation of chapters
This thesis is organised as follows:
•

Chapter 1 is a brief introduction to this research work.

•

Chapter 2 contains a discussion of the main ways in which statistical data can be
disseminated, with a specific focus on the dissemination of microdata.

-6-

•

Chapter 3 discusses the concept of privacy. We focus specifically on the privacy
of information, discuss why it needs to be protected, and show how privacy can
be compromised in released microdata.

•

Chapter 4 presents an overview of the techniques available for protecting
privacy for the different ways in which statistical data can be disseminated. We
place a greater emphasis on the techniques available for the protection of privacy
in microdata.

•

Chapter 5 investigates the conflict between privacy and information utility by
discussing the appropriateness of existing approaches that address this conflict.
We shall argue that existing approaches for addressing this conflict are not
completely appropriate for finding the optimum balance between privacy and
information utility. Consequently, we shall present recommendations for an
appropriate solution.

•

Chapter 6 uses the recommendations from Chapter 5 to propose a solution, in
terms of a high-level algorithm, for determining the optimum levels of privacy
and information utility in microdata anonymisation. The solution proposed in
this Chapter will achieve the first objective stated in Section 1.3.

•

Chapter 7 proposes a solution for determining how to anonymise microdata such
that the optimum levels of privacy and information utility are achieved. The
proposed solution will therefore achieve the second objective stated in Section
1.3. We consider two microdata anonymisation techniques for this purpose:
global recoding and microaggregation.

•

Chapter 8 contains concluding remarks as well as recommendations for future
work.
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CHAPTER 2
D ISSEMINATION

OF STATISTICAL DATA

2.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we introduce the statistical data life cycle and discuss different ways in
which statistical data can be disseminated. The main focus in this Chapter is on
microdata, which is one form in which statistical data can be disseminated.

2.2 The statistical data life cycle
Statistical data is produced through a process known as the [statistical] data life cycle
(Pongas & Vernadat, 2003). An example of a statistical data life cycle that is employed
at statistical organisations, such as Eurostat, is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 An example of a statistical data life cycle
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The typical statistical data life cycle begins with data collection, during which data is
collected from individuals and organisations by means of, for example, a survey or a
census. This data is then validated and corrected. For those data items that are missing,
invalid, inconsistent, or that are otherwise unusable, estimated values are provided
through a process of data imputation (OECD, 2007). The estimated values are provided
in such a way so as to ensure that a plausible and an internally-consistent record is
created. The validated data is then used as the input to the process that creates the data
sets used for internal processing by the statistical organisation. These data sets are used
to derive the data that will form the External Reference Data. Different types of
statistical data are then disseminated, or released to external users, by using the External
Reference Data as the source. When data is disseminated to the public (i.e. the users of
the statistical data), it is regarded as "safe" in the sense that it is considered to protect
the privacy of the respondents.

In the context of the statistical data life cycle, we define the data owner as a person or
an organisation that releases microdata about individuals. For example, a data owner
may be a hospital that releases a microdata set that contains information on its patients.
We also define the data user as a person or an organisation that requires the released
microdata in order to perform specific types of data analysis.

2.3 Ways in which statistical data is disseminated
Statistical data can be disseminated in three main ways (Hundepool et al., 2007;
Domingo-Ferrer et al., 2008; Willenborg & De Waal, 2001). These include:
•

Dynamically queryable databases

•

Tabular data, and

•

Microdata

Dynamically queryable databases, which are also referred to as Statistical Databases
(Adam & Wortmann, 1989), allow data users to access the External Reference Data of a
statistical organisation by submitting statistical queries. The data users are able to
retrieve only aggregate statistics (e.g. sums, averages, count) for a subset of the entities
represented in the database.
-9-

Tabular data, which is also referred to as Macrodata (Ciriani et al., 2007), is a table that
contains aggregate statistical information on one or more properties or attributes of the
entities represented in the database. Therefore, data users access the External Reference
Data of a statistical organisation indirectly through the aggregate statistical information
of the tables published by the statistical organisation. The main difference between
tabular data and dynamically queryable databases is that dynamically queryable
databases allow data users to submit queries to create aggregate statistics, whereas users
of tabular data are already provided with certain aggregate statistics without the need to
submit queries to obtain the statistics. Table 2.1 shows an example of a Count tabular
data that could be published about the number of men and women with specific
diseases.

Microdata forms the basis from which all other statistical data outputs are derived
(Hundepool et al., 2007). It is also the primary form in which data is stored, and hence
microdata is the actual External Reference Data itself. A microdata set is a set of
records, with each record containing data on the entities represented in the database.
Table 2.2 shows an example of microdata set that contains a number of records of
individuals with a specific disease. Note that the tabular data shown in Table 2.1 has
been derived from this microdata set.

Microdata provides the greatest flexibility for statistical research, since microdata
allows data users to create specific statistics that are useful for their particular research
needs. That is, users of microdata are not restricted to the statistics that the statistical
organisation publishes. For this reason, there has been an increasing demand for
microdata from users, and many statistical organisations are making microdata available
to meet this demand. In this research work, microdata will be the only type of statistical
data that we will focus on. Hence, the rest of this Chapter concentrates on describing
microdata in more detail.

- 10 -

Disease
Gender

Total

Cancer

Hypertension

Heart
disease

Male

3

1

3

7

Female

0

2

1

3

Total

3

3

4

10

Table 2.1 An example of a Count Tabular data

Year of Birth

Marital Status

Gender

Zip Code

Disease

1967

Married

Male

40120

Cancer

1967

Divorced

Male

40322

Hypertension

1961

Widowed

Male

40322

Cancer

1962

Married

Male

40121

Heart disease

1965

Married

Male

40120

Heart disease

1977

Widowed

Male

40322

Heart disease

1984

Divorced

Male

40322

Cancer

1978

Widowed

Female

40120

Hypertension

1977

Divorced

Female

40321

Hypertension

1965

Married

Female

41454

Heart disease

Table 2.2 An example of a Microdata set

2.4 Microdata
A microdata set may be represented as a single data matrix, where the rows correspond
to records of the entities of the database (e.g. an individual person or a respondent) and
the columns correspond to the variables of each entity.

In the existing literature, different names for the different classes of variables of a
microdata set are used by different authors. In this thesis, we shall adapt the naming
conventions used by Willenborg and De Waal (2001). However, for completeness of
this discussion, we also provide the alternative names used by other authors.

- 11 -

There are four, not necessarily disjoint, classes into which the variables of a microdata
set can be classified. Before a microdata set is anonymised, the data owner should
determine the class of each variable.
•

Direct identifiers. These variables are those that uniquely identify a respondent
in a microdata set. A person's Passport Number or ID Number are examples of a
direct identifier. Direct identifiers are sometimes simply referred to as
Identifiers, as has been done, for example, by Hundepool et al. (2007) and by
Ciriani et al. (2007). Before a microdata set is anonymised, direct identifiers are
removed from the microdata set.

•

Indirect identifiers. These variables are not necessarily unique for each
respondent in a given microdata set. However, the combination of the values of
one or more indirect identifier of a single record may create a relatively rare, or
even a unique combination in the given microdata set. Indirect identifiers are
those variables on which an intruder will try to re-identify an individual
respondent in a microdata set. Examples include the Date of Birth, or Zip Code
of a person.

Indirect identifiers are also sometimes referred to as quasi-identifiers, as has
been done, for example, by Samarati (2001), or key variables (Hundepool et al.,
2007). However, throughout this thesis, we shall refer to an indirect identifier as
an identifying variable, as has been done by Willenborg and De Waal (2001).
•

Sensitive variables. These variables are those that contain sensitive data of a
respondent. For example, a sensitive variable can be a person's disease that he
sought treatment for in a hospital. These variables are also referred to as
confidential outcome variables (Domingo-Ferrer et al., 2008; Hundepool et al.,
2007), since they contain confidential data about the respondents.

•

Non-sensitive, non-identifying variables. These variables are those that do not
fall into any of the above categories. These are also referred to as nonconfidential outcome variables (Domingo-Ferrer et al., 2008; Hundepool et al.,
- 12 -

2007). An example of a non-sensitive, non-identifying variable may be a
person's Gender. However, in combination with other variables, such as Marital
Status, a person's Gender could also be an indirect identifier. Therefore, we
mentioned earlier that the four variable classes are not necessarily disjoint.

Before a microdata set is anonymised, it is first de-identified, or "sanitised". That is,
direct identifiers are removed from the microdata set. During microdata anonymisation,
usually only the indirect identifying variables are modified, while the values of sensitive
variables and non-sensitive non-identifying variables are preserved.

Now that the different variable classes have been introduced, we can provide a more
formal definition of a microdata set. We define a de-identified non-anonymised
microdata set as a matrix M (where each row contains attributes of a respondent and
where p is the number of respondents whose data is released) as follows:

V11

M = M

Vp1

K
O

V1n
M

W11
M

K
O

W1m X11 K
M
M
O

L

Vpn

Wp1 K

Wpm X p1 K

X1q 

M


X pq 

(1)

where:
•

Vij represents the j-th identifying variable of the i-th row,

•

Wij represents the j-th sensitive variable of the i-th row, and

•

X ij represents the j-th non-sensitive non-identifying variable of the i-th row.

2.5 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we presented different ways in which statistical data can be
disseminated. We chose microdata as the statistical data type on which this research
work is focused, since microdata forms the basis from which other types of statistical
data are derived. We therefore discussed microdata in more detail and presented the
different variable classes found in a microdata set. In the next Chapter, we will discuss
the concept of information privacy and also show how privacy can be compromised in
microdata.
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CHAPTER 3
P RIVACY

IN THE CONTEXT OF

INFORMATION SECURITY
3.1 Introduction
The goal of information security is commonly regarded as the need to protect the
confidentiality, integrity and availability of the assets (hardware, software, and data) of
a computing system (Pfleeger, 1997). These three characteristics of information security
are known as the CIA Triad. Confidentiality relates to ensuring that the assets of a
computing system are accessible only to authorised parties. Integrity relates to ensuring
that only authorised parties are able to modify the computing system assets and only in
authorised ways. Finally, availability relates to ensuring that authorised parties are in
fact able to access the assets of a computing system. Privacy, and specifically
information privacy, relates directly to the confidentiality aspect of information security.

In this Chapter, we briefly discuss the concept of privacy by focusing on the privacy of
information. We first provide a definition of information privacy and discuss its
different dimensions. Thereafter, we discuss why information privacy needs to be
protected. We conclude with a discussion of how privacy in microdata can be
compromised when the confidentiality of microdata is not protected.

3.2 Privacy
3.2.1 Defining privacy
The concept of privacy not only relates to personal or physical privacy, but also to other
aspects, such as information privacy. The way in which we perceive privacy depends on
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what we regard as acceptable with reference to respecting one's privacy. However, this
is highly influenced by one's culture, as has been noted by Räikkä (2008).

Therefore, privacy is a subjective and a difficult concept to define, since each person
understands the concept of privacy in a different way. For example, Starr (1999, p. 200)
states that "the essential interest in privacy is not control, but dignity – the protection of
the individual from offensive and embarrassing disclosures". Then, at the other end of
the spectrum, Schirmacher (1986) (as an example) argues that privacy should not be
protected. On the contrary, he argues that "the destruction of privacy will not create an
inhuman but a more humane society".

Nevertheless, our view is that many people would not allow for their data to be used for
the creation, analysis, and release of statistical data. We also argue that, even if the data
provided does not pertain to any offensive or embarrassing matters, many people may
still desire that their privacy be protected.

A number of theories have been developed to define the concept of privacy. Tavani
(2007) classifies privacy theories into four categories, as follows.
•

Non-intrusive theory, which is centred on the theme of being free from intrusion.
For example, the classic work on privacy by Warren and Brandeis (1890) falls
into this category by defining privacy as a "right to be let alone".

•

Seclusion theory, which focuses on the theme of being alone. If one chooses to
define privacy using this theory, one can argue that the more isolated and the
more alone a person is, the greater the privacy a person enjoys.

•

Control theory, which is centred on the view that one has privacy if and only if
one has control over information that pertains to oneself. For example, Fried
(1990) argues that privacy is not the lack of information about ourselves, but it is
rather the control one has over one's information.
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•

Limitation theory, which is centred on limiting or restricting access to
information about oneself in certain contexts.

The non-intrusion and seclusion theories are most useful for defining privacy when it
relates to physical access to people. The control and limitation theories of privacy are
most useful in the case of information privacy.

Information privacy has three dimensions, depending on whose privacy we wish to
protect (Domingo-Ferrer & Saygin, 2009; Domingo-Ferrer, 2007). The three
dimensions are as follows.
•

Respondent privacy, which focuses on the prevention of re-identification and
disclosure of confidential data of the respondents whose records are released in a
microdata set. Respondent privacy is usually sought when data is made available
by the data owner (i.e. the one that collects the data) to data users. This
dimension is the focus of this study.

•

Owner privacy, which concentrates on preventing the disclosure of data in a
database when two or more autonomous entities wish to compute queries across
their databases, such that only the results of the query is revealed. It is usually
the goal of privacy-preserving data mining (e.g. D. Agrawal and C. C. Aggarwal
(2001); Bonchi, Malin and Saygin (2008); Clifton, Kantarcioglu and Vaidya
(2005); Clifton, Kantarcioglu, Vaidya, Lin and M. Zhu (2002); Emekci, Sahin,
D. Agrawal and Abbadi (2007); Kantarcioglu and Clifton (2004); Lindell and
Pinkas (2002); Liu, Kantarcioglu and Thuraisingham (2008); Magkos,
Maragoudakis, Chrissikopoulos and Gritzalis (2009); Vaidya and Clifton
(2002)).

•

User privacy, which aims to protect the privacy of queries to interactive
databases, in order to prevent user profiling and re-identification (e.g. Chor,
Kushilevitz, Goldreich and Sudan (1998); Ostrovsky and Skeith (2007);
Domingo-Ferrer, Bras-Amoros, Wu and Manjon (2009)).
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In this thesis, our goal in terms of protecting privacy is to ensure that, when microdata is
released, confidential data about a particular respondent is not revealed. So, although
users of the released microdata may be able to deduce confidential data about a group of
respondents (e.g. a certain percentage of respondents have cancer), it should not be
possible to deduce confidential data about any particular respondent. Hence, in this
thesis, the limitation theory of privacy is the most useful one to define privacy. The
ability of individuals or respondents to decide whether or not their data may be used or
released is outside of the scope of this study. Therefore, we do not use the control
theory of privacy for the purpose of defining privacy in this thesis. Furthermore, we
focus on protecting respondent privacy. Therefore, the other two privacy dimensions are
not part of the scope of this study.

Throughout the remainder of this thesis, when we refer to the concept of privacy, we
will refer to information privacy, specifically in the context of dissemination of
statistical data. In our research work, we define (information) privacy as the extent to
which sensitive data (or information) about a respondent is protected when it is
disseminated as statistical data. As it becomes more difficult to infer sensitive data
about a respondent, the privacy of the respondent is increased. We will use this
definition to quantify privacy in Section 6.5.

3.2.2 Why should information privacy be protected?
We argue that the need to protect information privacy stems from our desire to prevent
certain information relating to us from being known to other people (or groups of
people). But why does this desire exist? It may exist due to our need to protect our
dignity or self-respect (as argued by Starr (1999) in the previous Section). It may also
have its roots in the way in which we interact with other people as well as in the way in
which we wish to be perceived by others. In this case, privacy allows us to create and
maintain human relations, as has been argued by Gavison (1980), Gross (1971), and
Rachels (1984). Räikkä (2008, p. 544) summarises these arguments quite well as
follows:
[The] control over editing one's self is very important, for it is through images
of others that social relations are created and maintained. We are always
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concerned to control the ways in which we appear to others, and we tend to
act to implement this concern in extremely subtle and sophisticated ways. The
basic motive is to influence the reactions of others, and this is at the heart of
all human social relations. We value privacy because our ability to control who
has access to us, and who knows what about us, allows us to create and
maintain the variety of relationships with other people that we wish to have.

We argue that certain data (e.g. our medical history) may violate our dignity or our selfrespect, or it may allow others to perceive us in a way in which we would not wish to be
perceived. Therefore, we argue that it is desirable to protect privacy by protecting
certain data about ourselves.

The need to protect privacy was recognised as far back as the time of ancient Greece,
during which the famous Hippocratic Oath was formulated. The Hippocratic Oath is an
ancient ethical code for the practice of medicine, but one part of the oath relates to the
protection of patient privacy. This part has been translated into English by Von Staden
(1996) as follows:
[W]hatever I may see or hear in treatment, or even without treatment, in the
life of human beings – things that should not ever be blurted out outside – I
will remain silent, holding such things to be unutterable.

However, in the present age, it is not only ethical obligations that require the protection
of privacy. The need to protect privacy and to account for the disclosure of personal
information has been passed as different laws in different countries. For example, in the
US, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule was
enacted, one aim of which was to ensure the protection of individuals' health
information (OCR, 2003).

The desire to protect privacy manifests itself in many different environments where
personal information, especially information of a sensitive nature, about individuals is
collected, used and released. We conclude this Section by providing three example
environments in which (information) privacy needs to be protected.
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Information related to health care is likely to be the most confidential information that is
maintained about an individual (Gostin & Turek-Brezina, 1995). It is likely that, for this
reason, the medical environment is often seen as the most prominent example of an
environment where protection of privacy is vital. Yet, medical records may, for
example, contain data that can be an important source for scientific research work in
epidemiology and health services research. This information source can be used to
create knowledge related to different diseases, the safety of medical procedures and of
pharmaceuticals, as well as the quality of medical care (F. G. Miller, 2008; Simon,
Unützer, Young, & Pincus, 2000; Wald et al., 1994). Therefore, when data related to
individuals' health is released for analysis, it is important to maintain the privacy of
individuals whilst ensuring that the data is sufficiently useful for the required analysis.

As a second example, there is also a need to protect the privacy of consumers. For
example, businesses may wish to exploit personal information by profiling consumers
with the aim to improve their marketing strategy and to retain their customer base
(Rauhofer, 2008). However, many consumers feel that they are tracked and exploited
when their personal data is collected from different public and proprietary sources and
is then mined to create consumer profiles (Paul, 2001).

As a final example, privacy should also be protected in the context of eParticipation. In
one of our previous works (Zielinski, 2007a), we argued that statistical data can play a
significant role in supporting the policy-making processes of a country. In particular,
various statistical data related to citizens can be collected to serve as the basis for
creating the knowledge necessary for guiding the development of policies. For example,
collected statistical data may serve as a basis for assessing population trends, which
may, in turn, serve to identify the challenges and opportunities that exist within the
population. However, if citizens will not be assured that their privacy will be protected
when their data is collected, processed and released for later use, then citizens may be
reluctant to participate in the collection of their personal data. Such reluctance may
reduce their participation in the policy-making process. It is, therefore, important that
citizens are not discouraged from eParticipation processes due to privacy concerns.
Therefore, to ensure that citizens take full advantage of eParticipation initiatives,
techniques that protect the privacy of citizens should be developed and used when
personal data is collected, analysed and released as statistical data.
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3.3 How can privacy be compromised in microdata
Although direct identifiers can be removed from a microdata set through deidentification, the resulting microdata set is not necessarily anonymous (Samarati, 2001;
Skinner & Elliot, 2001). That is, it is still possible for an intruder to compromise the
privacy of the respondents in the microdata set. Privacy is compromised in a microdata
set when disclosure occurs through the manipulation of the microdata set and / or by
matching the microdata set with other sources of external data.

Two different forms of disclosure can occur (Lambert, 1993):
•

Identity disclosure, which occurs when the identity of a respondent is revealed
from the released microdata. This type of disclosure is also known as a reidentification. Even if the intruder is unable to obtain sensitive data from the reidentification, this type of disclosure may be sufficient to violate privacy.

As an example of identity disclosure, consider a microdata set that is released
about individuals with a criminal record, although the nature of their crime or
other sensitive information is not released. If an intruder is able to identify an
individual in the released microdata set, then the intruder may deduce that the
particular individual has a criminal record. This deduction alone (i.e. the mere
knowledge that an individual is present in the released microdata set) is
sufficient to violate privacy.
•

Attribute disclosure, which occurs when sensitive data about a respondent is
obtained from the released microdata. This type of disclosure does not
necessarily need to occur with identity disclosure.

For an example of attribute disclosure without identity disclosure, consider the
microdata set in Table 2.2, which may represent data about patients who were
admitted to a certain hospital. From the microdata, we are able to deduce that all
patients born in 1965 were admitted to the hospital with Heart Disease. Hence,
we were able to infer sensitive data without the need to disclose the identity of
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the respondents. That is, we did not need to determine the identities of the two
respondents born in 1965 to determine the nature of their disease.

Attribute disclosure can also occur together with identity disclosure. Consider
again the microdata set in Table 2.2. There is only one widowed female patient
that lives in the geographical area with Zip Code 40120. If the geographical area
has is relatively small population size, it may be possible for an intruder to
determine the identity of this person, given the person's year of birth. Hence,
identity disclosure occurs. Attribute disclosure can also occur because the
intruder can deduce with certainty that the identified person suffers from
Hypertension. This is possible since there is only one record of a female patient
born in 1978 who is widowed and who lives in the geographical area with Zip
Code 40120.

Disclosure risk is the risk that a given form of disclosure will occur when masked
microdata is released (Chen & Keller-McNulty, 1998). Two main sources of disclosure
risk for microdata exist (FCSM, 1994). The presence of highly visible records in a
microdata set is one source of disclosure risk. Records that are relatively rare in a
microdata set may contribute to easier re-identification. The other source of disclosure
risk results from the possibility of matching the data in the microdata set with external
sources of data. The greater the number of common variables between the microdata set
and the external sources of data, the higher the possibility of linking between the two
data sources.

Disclosure risk can be reduced through the application of statistical disclosure control
techniques. These techniques aim to modify microdata (and other types of statistical
data) such that an adequate level of privacy is provided. That is, statistical disclosure
techniques aim to modify microdata such that the risk of disclosure is low, resulting in a
microdata set that is considered "safe" for release. These techniques are discussed in the
next Chapter.
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3.4 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we discussed the concept of privacy with a specific focus on the privacy
of information. When we release microdata, we need to ensure that information privacy
is protected. This is required not only to ensure ethical conduct, but also to respect
different privacy and data protection laws.

Information privacy is compromised when the released microdata is manipulated and /
or matched with other sources of external data for the purpose of identity and / or
attribute disclosure. The use of statistical disclosure control techniques can reduce the
risk of disclosure. However, the risk of disclosure should be reduced in such a way so as
to ensure that the resulting microdata is adequately useful for the purpose for which it is
released. This challenge is further explored in Chapter 5, but first, in the next Chapter,
we will discuss different techniques that may be used to reduce the risk of disclosure in
microdata.
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CHAPTER 4
P RIVACY

PROTECTION IN MICRODATA

4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we discussed the different ways in which statistical data can be
disseminated, with a specific focus on microdata. In the previous Chapter, we discussed
privacy in the context of information security and showed how privacy can be
compromised when releasing microdata. In this Chapter, we present an overview of the
techniques available for protecting privacy for the different forms in which statistical
data can be disseminated, with a greater emphasis on the techniques available for the
protection of privacy in microdata.

4.2 Approaches for statistical disclosure control
Approaches for statistical disclosure control depend on the way in which statistical data
is disseminated. The approaches can be classified into four main classes as follows
(Adam & Wortmann, 1989; Hundepool et al., 2007; Ciriani et al., 2007; Willenborg &
De Waal, 2001):
•

Protection of data output through access control

•

Protection of dynamically queryable databases

•

Protection of tabular data, and

•

Protection of microdata

These approaches are described next and are represented graphically in Figure 4.1.
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(a) Protection of data output through access control
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External
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Figure 4.1 Approaches for statistical disclosure control
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Users of
Statistical Data

4.2.1 Protection of data output through access control
Some types of research require data with a high level of detail. The high level of detail
that is required cannot be provided if statistical disclosure controls are used to protect
the data. In such situations, a statistical organisation may consider to provide controlled
access, as in Figure 4.1 (a), to de-identified, but non-anonymised data to a restricted
group of users under certain conditions. The users are able to analyse data in a protected
environment, under legal and administrative restrictions.

4.2.2 Protection of dynamically queryable databases
Two main approaches exist to protect statistical data that is disseminated through a
dynamically queryable database: query restriction and output perturbation. Query
restriction (Kenthapadi, Mishra, & Nissim, 2005; Nabar, Marthi, Kenthapadi, Mishra, &
Motwani, 2006), shown in Figure 4.1 (b), involves restricting the statistical queries that
can be made by the data user. Those queries that will allow a user to infer sensitive
information about respondents are rejected. When a data user submits a new query, the
answers of past queries made by the user are used to determine whether privacy will
still be preserved. If privacy will still be preserved, the new query will be accepted;
otherwise it will be rejected.

Output perturbation (Blum, Dwork, McSherry, & Nissim, 2005; Dinur & Nissim, 2003;
Dwork, McSherry, Nissim, & Smith, 2006), shown in Figure 4.1 (c), preserves privacy
by providing non-exact, or slightly modified, answers to the queries that a data user
submits. One way in which output perturbation can be implemented is by modifying the
exact result of a query at run time and providing the user with the perturbed answer.
Another way to implement output perturbation is by perturbing the database itself and
allowing the user to query only the perturbed database.

4.2.3 Protection of tabular data
Privacy can be preserved in tabular data by publishing the data such that there are no
unsafe cells, or cells in the table that are associated with a relatively small number of
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respondents (Figure 4.1 (d)). To protect privacy, tables that are to be published may be
redesigned to remove the unsafe cells. Unsafe cells may also be suppressed or the data
released in the table may be perturbed.

4.2.4 Protection of microdata
When microdata is released to the public, sampling is commonly employed (FCSM,
1994; Skinner, Marsh, Openshaw, & Wymer, 1994). Sampling protects microdata by
releasing only a sample (or a subset) of the respondents in the original microdata set.
Releasing only a sample of the respondents in a microdata set creates an uncertainty as
to whether or not a certain respondent's data has been released. By creating this
uncertainty, the risk of re-identification is reduced. However, sampling alone is
insufficient to provide an adequate level of privacy. For this reason, other techniques are
usually still used to protect microdata after sampling has occurred. Techniques that may
be used to protect microdata (Figure 4.1 (e)) can be classified into two categories:
masking techniques and synthetic data generation techniques (Ciriani et al., 2007;
Domingo-Ferrer & Torra, 2005). Each category also has two sub-categories, as shown
in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Categories of microdata protection techniques

Masking techniques either reduce the amount of data that is released (non-perturbative
techniques), or modify the released data (perturbative techniques). Non-perturbative
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techniques protect microdata by either partially suppressing data or by reducing the
amount of detail of the released data. There is no distortion of the original data.
Therefore, when a microdata set is protected by a non-perturbative technique, the
released data is correct to the same degree as the original, unreleased microdata.
However, the precision (or accuracy) and completeness of the released microdata is
reduced, since the level of detail is reduced.

Perturbative techniques protect microdata by perturbing, or modifying, the data before it
is released. The techniques do not limit the amount of data that is released, but distort
the original data to prevent one from determining their exact values. Therefore,
perturbative techniques alter the truth or the facts which the original data represents,
although certain summary statistics may be preserved.

Synthetic data generation techniques aim to produce a microdata set that has artificial
values. Nevertheless, the values are such that a conceivable microdata set is created by
preserving the statistical properties of the original microdata set. That is, when the
synthetic data has been generated, it should provide the same quality of statistical
analysis as the original data. Since the released data has been generated, it is not related
to the data that has been provided by specific respondents. Therefore, one could assume
that no re-identification can take place. However, this assumption does not hold, since it
is possible for even synthetic data to contain records that allow for re-identification
(Reiter, 2005; Winkler, 2004). This is especially true for synthetic data that has been
over-fitted to the original data.

Two sub-categories of synthetic data generation techniques exist: techniques that
generate a completely new set of data (fully synthetic techniques) and techniques that
merge the original and the synthetic data (partially synthetic techniques). Synthetic data
generation techniques do not form part of our study. Therefore, we will not discuss
these techniques further. Readers interested in a more detailed overview of synthetic
data generation techniques are referred to the works of Ciriani et al. (2007) and
Hundepool et al. (2007).

In our research work, we focus on only one non-perturbative anonymisation technique,
namely global recoding. We also focus on only one perturbative anonymisation
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technique, namely microaggregation. The reason for this focus is that these techniques
are typically used to achieve k-anonymity (Samarati, 2001; Sweeney, 2002a, 2002b;
Domingo-Ferrer & Torra, 2005). Combining local suppression with local or global
recoding may also be used to achieve k-anonymity. However, we will not consider local
suppression and local recoding, due to the drawbacks in their use for k-anonymisation,
which will be explained in Chapter 5.

Recoding and microaggregation are discussed in the next two Sections. Readers who are
interested in other non-perturbative and perturbative techniques are referred to the
excellent comparative studies that were conducted by Ciriani et al. (2007), DomingoFerrer and Torra (2001), and Willenborg and De Waal (2001).

4.3 Recoding
Recoding is a non-perturbative technique that anonymises microdata by changing the
original coding of a variable to coding that has a lower level of detail (Willenborg & De
Waal, 2001).

A coding is defined as a combination of one or more categories of a variable, where a
category is a disjoint partition of the domain of a variable. Given a variable, we partition
its domain into two or more disjoint categories. A combination of one or more
categories of the variable forms a coding. We also define a set of k codings {C1 ,K ,C k }
with which the variable can be released in the anonymised microdata. The codings are
defined such that a coding C(l + 1) has a lower level of detail than a coding Cl . A
variable always has at least two codings, one which is used in the original microdata set
(i.e. coding C1 ), and one which consists of exactly one category (i.e. coding C k ).

For example, suppose we are given the variable Year of Birth, which can assume any
valid year from 1961 to 1990. We may define codings with which the variable can be
released as follows:
•

C1 , which represents the non-recoded data of the variable. That is, the variable
can assume any valid year from 1961 to 1990.
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•

C 2 , in which groups of two categories from C1 are combined into one to give
us the categories "1961-1962", "1963-1964", ... , "1989-1990".

•

C3 , in which groups of three categories from C1 are combined into one to give
us the categories "1961-1963", "1964-1966", ... , "1988-1990".

•

C 4 , in which groups of five categories from C1 are combined into one to give
us the categories: "1961-1965", "1966-1970", ... , "1986-1990".

•

C5 : in which groups of ten categories from C1 are combined into one to give us
the categories "1961-1970", "1971-1980", "1981-1990".

•

C 6 : in which groups of fifteen categories from C1 are combined into one to
give us the categories "1961-1975", "1976-1990".

•

C 7 : where the variable can assume only one value "1961-1990".

The level of recoding that is performed depends on the type of coding chosen for a
variable as well as on the number of records in which the variable is recoded. In global
recoding, all variables are recoded to the same coding. For example, if the Year of Birth
variable, in all records of a microdata set, is recoded to coding C5 (as defined above),
then the Year of Birth variable in all the released records can assume only the values
"1961-1970", "1971-1980", or "1981-1990". On the other hand, if local recoding is
used, then the variable can be recoded to different codings in different records of a
microdata set. In this case, the Year of Birth variable could assume values from different
categories in different records. This may complicate the analysis of locally recoded data
as different categories co-exist in the released microdata set.

Generalization (Samarati, 2001; Sweeney, 2002a) may be regarded as a particular type
of recoding. During generalization, the values of a variable are replaced by a more
general form of the value, based on the generalization hierarchy that has been defined
for that variable. The most specific values of a variable are at the leaves and the most
general value is at the root of the hierarchy. A variable can be generalized by replacing
the values represented at the leaf nodes by a more general form of the value, as
indicated at their ancestor nodes at a higher level in the hierarchy.
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An example of a generalization hierarchy for the variable Marital Status of a person is
shown in Figure 4.3. In this example, the values "Married", "Widowed", and "Divorced"
can be replaced by a more general value "Been_Married". In a similar way, the value
"Single" can be replaced by the value "Never_Married". The values "Been_Married"
and "Never_Married" themselves can be replaced by the value "Not_Released".

Not_Released

Been_Married

Married

Widowed

Never_Married

Divorced

Single

Figure 4.3 An example of a generalization hierarchy for the variable Marital Status

Two additional types of recoding include top- and bottom-coding. Top-coding requires
that an upper limit (top-code) on an attribute be provided. The microdata is anonymised
by substituting the upper limit for all values of a given variable, whose original value
was greater than the upper limit. For example, a person's age can be released as being
above 65, rather than releasing the exact value.

Bottom-coding is similar to top-coding. It requires that a lower limit (bottom-code) be
provided on an attribute. When the microdata is anonymised, the lower limit is
substituted for all values of a given variable, whose original value was less than the
lower limit. For example, a person's income may be released as being below a certain
amount, rather than releasing the exact value.

4.4 Microaggregation
Microaggregation is a perturbative technique that anonymises data in two steps. In the
first step, clusters of similar records are created, such that each cluster has at least k
records. Then, in the second step, every record in a particular cluster is replaced with the
cluster's centroid value. This technique can be used for continuous numerical data
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(Defays & Nanopoulos, 1993; Defays & Anwar, 1995; Domingo-Ferrer & Mateo-Sanz,
2002) as well as for categorical data (Torra, 2004). In the case of continuous data, a
particular cluster's centroid value is the cluster's mean, and in the case of categorical
data, a cluster's centroid value is the cluster's median.

Two classes of microaggregation exist, depending on the number of variables to which
the technique is applied (Domingo-Ferrer, Oganian, & Torres, 2002). When
microaggregation is applied to only one variable, it is referred to as univariate
microaggregation. When more than

one variable is microaggregated, then

microaggregation is said to be multivariate.

Two approaches to multivariate microaggregation exist (Nin, Herranz, & Torra, 2008a).
In the first approach, a multivariate microaggregation technique is applied to all the
identifying variables of a microdata set. This technique ensures that all the identifying
variables of the records in each cluster are the same, ensuring the property of kanonymity. (The property of k-anonymity is discussed in Section 5.5.) In the second
approach, the identifying variables of a microdata set are grouped into blocks of one or
more variables. The grouping is such that each variable is part of only one block. Each
block of variables is then microaggregated independently of the other blocks. If there is
only one variable per block, then the multivariate microaggregation is reduced to
performing univariate microaggregation in parallel on each variable. Although splitting
the variables into blocks of several variables can increase the statistical utility of the
released microdata set, the property of k-anonymity is not guaranteed anymore, which
may reduce the level of privacy of the microdata.

The way in which a microdata set will be microaggregated depends on a number of
factors, as identified by Nin et al. (2008a). These factors, which will be briefly
discussed next, include the following:
•

The type of microaggregation method or algorithm used,

•

The way in which variables are split into blocks, and

•

The least number of records required in each cluster (i.e. the parameter k).
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The type of microaggregation method or algorithm used

Domingo-Ferrer and Mateo-Sanz (2002) have defined an optimal microaggregation as
one that produces a k-partition that maximises the homogeneity within each group (or
cluster). There exists a polynomial-time optimal algorithm that provides optimal
microaggregation in the case of univariate microaggregation (Hansen & Mukherjee,
2003). However, in the case of multivariate microaggregation, this problem has been
shown to be NP-hard (Oganian & Domingo-Ferrer, 2001). Therefore, heuristic
microaggregation approaches have been proposed to improve the trade-off between
computational complexity and information loss, such as, for example, the Maximum
Distance to Average Vector (MDAV) algorithm (Domingo-Ferrer et al., 2006;
Hundepool et al., 2005).

The way in which variables are split into blocks

The way in which a microdata set is microaggregated is also influenced by the way in
which variables are split into blocks, which has been studied by Nin et al. (2008a,
2008b). It is influenced by the number of blocks into which the microdata set is split
(and the number of variables in each block) as well as by the degree of correlation
between the variables that have been grouped in each block. When microaggregation is
performed on variables that are highly correlated, then the clusters will contain records
that are similar to one another with respect to the variables that have been selected in the
block. Therefore, as the degree of correlation between grouped variables increases, so
does the information utility of the released microdata. However, as the number of
blocks into which variables are split increases (thereby decreasing the number of
variables per block), the anonymity that microaggregation provides decreases,
independently of the way in which variables have been grouped.

The least number of records required in each cluster

The number of records k chosen per cluster has a direct effect on the privacy and
information utility levels of a released microdata set. As a microdata set is
microaggregated with a higher number of records per cluster, there are more records
that have the same centroid value. Therefore, the discernability of the released records is
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lower, leading to a lower disclosure risk. The loss in (unique) information therefore
increases the level of privacy, but decreases the level of information utility.
Nevertheless, it is still unclear in the literature what should be the optimum number of
records k chosen per cluster to produce a microdata set with the optimum levels of
information utility and privacy. We present a solution to this problem in Chapter 7.

4.5 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we briefly discussed the techniques available for protecting privacy
when statistical data is disseminated. We focused primarily on the techniques that are
used to protect microdata. In particular, we placed emphasis on the techniques of
recoding and microaggregation, since k-anonymity is usually achieved through the use
of these techniques.

Anonymisation of a microdata set removes (to some extent) data contained in the
identifying variables. As more of this data is removed, re-identification and inference of
sensitive data becomes more difficult. Therefore, as a microdata set is anonymised, the
level of privacy in the microdata set increases. On the other hand, removing data from
the identifying variables decreases the accuracy and / or completeness of the released
microdata set. Therefore, as a microdata set is anonymised, the microdata set becomes
less useful, which reduces the information utility level.

Clearly, a conflict between the needs of privacy and information utility arises. The
protection of privacy implies that we should hide and obscure data. On the other hand,
to release data that is useful requires that we provide data that is accurate, complete and
precise (Zielinski, 2007b). This conflict between privacy and information utility is
explored further in the next Chapter and a solution to this challenge is proposed in
Chapters 6 and 7.
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CHAPTER 5
T HE

CONFLICT BETWEEN PRIVACY AND
INFORMATION UTILITY

5.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter, we presented an overview of the techniques available for
protecting privacy for the different forms in which statistical data can be disseminated,
with a greater emphasis on protection of privacy in microdata.

To protect the privacy of the respondents in a microdata set, the microdata set needs to
be anonymised. As microdata is anonymised, data is removed, to some extent, from the
identifying variables. As more data is removed from the identifying variables, it
becomes increasingly difficult to infer sensitive data and to perform re-identification.
Therefore, the level of privacy in a microdata set increases as the set is anonymised.
However, removing data from the identifying variables also reduces the accuracy and /
or completeness of the released microdata. Therefore, as a microdata set is anonymised,
its level of information utility also decreases.

Ideally, we would like to release microdata that has high levels of privacy and
information utility. However, the protection of privacy implies that we should hide and
obscure data. On the other hand, releasing usable and useful data implies that we should
provide data that is accurate, complete and precise (Zielinski, 2007b). Clearly, a conflict
between the needs of privacy and information utility exists. This conflict needs to be
resolved before a microdata set can be released.

A number of approaches have been proposed in the literature to address the conflict
between privacy and information utility. These include the score, R-U confidentiality
maps, and k-anonymity, as identified by Domingo-Ferrer and Torra (2005). In this
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Chapter, we present these approaches by discussing the extent to which they are
appropriate in finding the optimum balance between privacy and information utility.

This Chapter is organised as follows. We first provide a definition of the "optimum"
balance between privacy and information utility. We then discuss how the score, R-U
confidentiality maps and k-anonymity are currently used to address the conflict between
privacy and information utility. We shall argue that these approaches are not completely
appropriate for finding the optimum balance between privacy and information utility.
We conclude this Chapter by presenting recommendations for an appropriate solution
that will determine the optimum balance between privacy and information utility when
microdata is anonymised. These recommendations will be used to develop an
appropriate solution, which will be presented in Chapters 6 and 7.

5.2 What is the "optimum" balance between privacy and
information utility?
In our research work, we regard the optimum balance between privacy and information
utility as one in which the levels of privacy and information utility are maximised while
satisfying a set of constraints that capture the data owner's and the data user's
preferences. These preferences refer to the preferences that exist between each
identifying variable in the microdata set, as well as the preference between the resulting
levels of privacy and information utility.

The preferences between each identifying variable in the microdata set are directly
related to the usefulness of the data. The usefulness of the data should be considered
from both the data user's and the data owner's points of view. In the case of the data user
(whose main goal is to ensure utility of data), the preferences for identifying variables
should reflect the extent to which each identifying variable will be useful for the data
user's tasks. In the case of the data owner (whose main goal is to protect the privacy of
the respondents in the microdata), the preferences are considered from a potential
intruder's point of view, in terms of the perceived way in which an intruder may use the
released data to infer sensitive information. In this case, the preferences for identifying
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variables should reflect the extent to which each identifying variable would be useful
for the intruder in inferring sensitive data.

Before a microdata set is anonymised, the preference between the resulting levels of
privacy and information utility must be decided and agreed upon together by the data
user and the data owner. That is, it is necessary to determine if protection of privacy is
considered to be equally important as providing useful data, or if privacy should assume
a greater or lower importance compared to information utility. For example, if the
microdata is released to only a selected group of data users, under strict confidentiality
agreements made with this group, then it is certainly possible that the data owner's
preference for privacy may be lower when compared to cases where the microdata is
made available to the public.

Therefore, the challenge of finding the optimum balance between privacy and
information utility can be stated as an optimisation problem as follows: "Maximise
privacy and information utility subject to the constraints imposed by the data user's and
the data owner's preferences". In the next three Sections, we discuss the extent to which
the score, R-U confidentiality maps, and k-anonymity are appropriate for finding the
optimum balance between privacy and information utility.

5.3 The score
Domingo-Ferrer and Torra (2001) introduced the score as a way to evaluate the tradeoff between information loss and disclosure risk. It was subsequently used in several
other works, for example, by Medrano-Gracia et al. (2007), Nin et al. (2008a, 2008b),
and Yancey, Winkler, and Creecy (2002). We use these works to define and discuss the
score.

The score is defined as:
score =

IL + DR
2
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(2)

where:
•

IL refers to the Information Loss, computed as:
IL = 100 (0.2 IL1 + 0.2 IL2 + 0.2 IL3 + 0.2 IL4 + 0.2 IL5 ) , where:

o

IL1 is the mean absolute error of the original microdata with respect to
the protected data,

•

o

IL2 is the mean variation of the attribute average vectors,

o

IL3 is the mean variation of the attribute covariance matrices,

o

IL4 is the mean variation of the attribute variance vectors, and

o

IL5 is the mean variation of the attribute correlation matrices.

DR refers to the Disclosure Risk, computed as:
DR = 0.25 DLD + 0.25 PLD + 0.5 ID , where:

o DLD is the distance-based linkage disclosure risk, which is the average
percentage of correctly linked records using distance-based record
linkage. Distance-based record linkage (Pagliuca & Seri, 1999) is a
record linkage method where the original record is linked to the closest
protected record. For this purpose, the Euclidean distance (as an
example) may be used.

o PLD is the probabilistic linkage disclosure risk, which is the average
percentage of correctly linked records using probabilistic record linkage.
Probabilistic record linkage (Jaro, 1989) is a record linkage method
where the original record is linked according to a criterion on
coincidence vectors, which are defined from the available sets of
original and protected records.

o ID is the interval disclosure risk, which is the average percentage of
protected values falling into the intervals around their corresponding
original values.

The score is useful in that it allows us to regard the selection of a masking technique
(for microdata protection) and the parameters of the technique as an optimisation
problem (Domingo-Ferrer & Torra, 2005). For example, Sebe et al. (2002) applied a
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masking technique to a microdata set, after which a post-masking optimisation
procedure was applied to obtain an improved score.

The main drawback of the score, with reference to how appropriate it is for addressing
the conflict between privacy and information utility, is that it is unable to take into
account the way in which the released data will be used. That is, the score is unable to
take into account the needs and preferences of the data user. When calculating the
Information Loss (IL) measure, the score is unable to take into account the data user's
preferences with regards to the identifying variables that will be useful for him.
Therefore, the Information Loss measure does not truly reflect information utility for
data users.

For example, one would assume that a microdata set with a high Information Loss
measure will have low information utility. However, the level of information utility may
in fact be relatively high for a certain data user, if most of the information loss occurred
in the identifying variables that the specific data user does not require. Consequently, it
is possible that an anonymised microdata set with a good score value (i.e. a microdata
set with a good balance between privacy and information utility) will not provide the
best (or optimum) levels of privacy and information utility for a particular user, since
the particular user's needs were not taken into account.

The need to take into account this preference was one of the requirements we identified
for the optimum balance between privacy and information utility. The score fails to take
into account this requirement. Therefore, we do not use it in our research work.

It is also possible, as suggested by Nin et al. (2008b), to use different weights for IL and
DR, to take into account the preferences between privacy and information utility. For
example, we can use a higher weight for DR and a lower weight for IL, if we consider
the preference for privacy to be higher than the preference for information utility. We
can also use different weights for calculating DR itself. For example, if we perceive that
linkage disclosure attacks are more likely than interval disclosure attacks, then we can
use a lower weight for ID and higher weights for DLD and PLD. We also suggest that
one avenue for future work would be to build upon the original definition of the score,
such that it takes into account the preferences with regards to different identifying
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variables. However, as stated by Nin et al. (2008b), these types of modifications would
go against the philosophy of the score measure, since such modifications would assume
some prior knowledge on the use of the data or on the behaviour of the intruders.

5.4 R-U confidentiality maps
R-U confidentiality maps (Duncan, et al., 2001; Duncan, Keller-McNulty & Stokes,
2001) provide a way in which to graphically represent the conflict between disclosure
risk, R, and data utility, U. After the form of the disclosure risk, R, and the data utility,
U, have been specified, the task is to determine how R and U are related to the
parameter values of the specific masking technique chosen to anonymise a microdata
set. An R-U confidentiality map is obtained by plotting, on a two-dimensional graph, a
set of paired values, (R, U), which represent the disclosure risk and the data utility that
correspond to various strategies for data release.

The graphical representation of the relationship between privacy and information utility
allows one to easily determine how a particular masking technique and its parameters
impact the balance between privacy and information utility. It is, of course, reasonable
to expect that a microdata set should be released with a level of data utility U at which
the disclosure risk R will be below the maximum tolerable risk. However, by using the
R-U confidentiality map alone, it is still unclear where the optimum balance between R
and U occurs. One does not know if the optimum balance occurs exactly at the point at
which R is just below the maximum tolerable risk. However, it is also quite likely that
the optimum balance may, in fact, occur at a lower risk level, much lower than the
maximum tolerable risk. This is certainly possible when (R, U) pairs form an
exponential graph. In such cases, reducing the utility level by a small factor may result
in a relatively large reduction of the disclosure risk. Hence, the optimum balance
between R and U may in fact occur lower than the maximum tolerable risk, but this is
not known by just examining the R-U confidentiality map.

Nevertheless, we do not use R-U confidentiality maps in our research work. R-U
confidentiality maps do not actually determine what the optimum balance between
privacy and information utility is. That is, they can only guide the decision about how to
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balance the needs of privacy and information utility, by graphically representing the
relationship between privacy and information utility. However, the decision where to
strike the balance between privacy and information utility is still left up to the user of
the R-U confidentiality map.

5.5 k-anonymity
The concept of k-anonymity has been introduced by Samarati and Sweeney (Samarati,
2001; Sweeney, 2002a, 2002b). A microdata set satisfies the property of k-anonymity if
every record in the microdata set is indistinguishable from at least k - 1 other records in
the same microdata set, where k is greater than 1. The inability to distinguish between
different records is based on the values of the identifying variables (or quasi-identifiers
– an equivalent term commonly used in the literature on k-anonymity). That is, given a
record with a particular set of values for the identifying variables, the same set of values
will be present in the identifying variables of at least k - 1 other records in the same
microdata set.

Since its introduction, there has been a considerable amount of research on the concept
of k-anonymity. Research on k-anonymity has been mainly focused on proposing
techniques for achieving k-anonymity, finding an optimal k-anonymisation, and
proposing enhancements to k-anonymity to address its shortcomings. Research on kanonymity has also focused on using k-anonymity (and its enhancements) for
addressing the conflict between privacy and information utility. These research
directions are discussed in the remainder of this Section.

5.5.1 Techniques used for achieving k-anonymity and for finding an
optimal k-anonymisation
When k-anonymity was initially proposed, it was enforced by applying a combination of
generalization (a type of Recoding – see Section 4.3) and suppression (Samarati, 2001;
Sweeney, 2002a). Subsequently, generalization and suppression have also been used in
many other algorithms for achieving k-anonymity (see below for references of example
algorithms).
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However, the use of generalization and suppression to achieve k-anonymity poses
several challenges (Domingo-Ferrer & Torra, 2005). For example, given an identifying
c

variable with c different categories, there are 2 − c − 1 possible generalizations. This

poses the challenge of a high computational cost for finding an optimum recoding.
Moreover, not all the recodings will be appropriate. For example, recoding a Zip Code
to 401*0 does not correspond to a meaningful geographical location, as opposed to, for
example, 4012*, which corresponds to a greater geographical area in which the city
with the Zip Code 40120 is located. Therefore, the selection of the subset of appropriate
c

generalizations from the 2 − c − 1 possible ones also poses a significant challenge.
Moreover, when generalization is used on a continuous variable, the variable looses its
numerical semantics and becomes categorical. For example, when a continuous variable
that contains the age of a person is generalized, its values are replaced by a range of
values (e.g. "32" may be replaced by the range "31 - 35"). This prevents data users from
making inferences about the distribution of the original numerical values in the range
(e.g. if the original values were mostly in the lower or upper half of a particular range).

Furthermore, applying only generalization may still leave a number of records that are
relatively rare in the microdata set. If we were to attempt to reduce the scarceness of
these records by further generalization, then it would lead to unnecessary loss of detail
in other records, which were relatively common before. Therefore, local suppression is
usually applied to these relatively rare records. However, it is not known how to
optimally combine generalization with local suppression such that k-anonymity is
achieved. Furthermore, if suppression is used, it is also unclear how the protected data
can be analysed without special software that will be able to take the suppressions into
account (e.g. through imputation).

Given the challenges associated with using generalization and suppression to achieve kanonymity, microaggregation has been proposed as an alternative way of achieving kanonymity (Domingo-Ferrer & Torra, 2005). Microaggregation provides several
advantages over the use of generalization and suppression. For example,
microaggregation does not create new categories (like recoding does), which does not
complicate data analysis. In addition, microaggregation can be used to protect
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continuous variables without changing them into categorical variables. Furthermore,
microaggregation does not suppress data, which allows one to analyse a k-anonymised
microdata set without the use of special software that takes suppressions into account.

Irrespective of the technique used to achieve k-anonymity, the research problem of
optimal k-anonymisation aims to find an anonymisation that will produce the "best" ktransformed dataset, as determined by some cost metric (Bayardo & R Agrawal, 2005).
For example, if the cost metric is the information loss that occurs as a result of the
generalization and suppression applied, then an optimal k-anonymisation is an
anonymisation that achieves k-anonymity with the least number of generalization and
suppression combinations, so as to minimise information loss. Finding an optimal kanonymisation has been proved to be NP-hard (Meyerson & Williams, 2004).
Nevertheless, a number of polynomial time approximate algorithms have been
developed, such as those proposed by Aggarwal et al. (2005), Fung, Wang and Yu
(2005), Ghinita et al. (2007), Gionis and Tassa (2009), LeFevre, DeWitt and
Ramakrishnan (2005, 2006a), Li et al. (2006), as well as Meyerson and Williams
(2004).

Note that the research problem of finding an optimum k-anonymisation is different from
the research problem of finding an optimum k value for k-anonymisation. In the former,
we need to determine how to optimally achieve k-anonymity, when a given k value is
already known. In the latter research problem, we aim to determine what is the optimum
k value with which a microdata set should be k-anonymised.

5.5.2 Shortcomings and enhancements of k-anonymity
A record in a microdata set, which satisfies the property of k-anonymity, cannot be
mapped back to the corresponding record in the original data set. Since there will be at
least k records in the anonymised microdata set that can match any value of the
identifying variables that an intruder uses, the best mapping that an intruder can perform
is to map groups of k records in the anonymised microdata set to the original data set.
Therefore, k-anonymity is able to prevent identity disclosure. However, k-anonymity is
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unable to guarantee protection against attribute disclosure (Domingo-Ferrer & Torra,
2008).

To illustrate how attribute disclosure can occur in a microdata set that satisfies kanonymity, consider the following example (Zielinski, 2007c). Let us assume that Table
5.1 represents a microdata set, which contains data on patients admitted to a hospital.
This table has already been de-identified, as it does not contain any explicit identifiers.
We anonymise the table such that it satisfies k-anonymity with k = 3. In order to do this,
we must ensure that the values of the identifying variables (namely Date of Birth, Race,
Gender, and Zip Code) of every record in the microdata set cannot be distinguished
from the values of the identifying variables in at least 2 other records in the same
microdata set. To achieve this, we have generalized the values for Date of Birth, by
removing the month and day and keeping only the year of a person’s date of birth. The
resulting microdata set is shown in Table 5.2.

Date of Birth

Race

Gender

Zip Code

Disease

1967/01/01

Black

Male

40121

Cancer

1967/02/02

Black

Male

40121

Hypertension

1967/03/03

Black

Male

40121

Cancer

1968/04/04

White

Male

40242

Heart disease

1968/05/05

White

Male

40242

Heart disease

1968/06/06

White

Male

40242

Heart disease

1969/07/07

Black

Female

40373

Cancer

1969/08/08

Black

Female

40373

Hypertension

1969/09/09

Black

Female

40373

Hypertension

1970/10/10

White

Female

40404

Heart disease

1970/11/11

White

Female

40404

Cancer

1970/12/12

White

Female

40404

Hypertension

Table 5.1 A non-anonymised microdata set used to illustrate attribute disclosure
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Date of Birth

Race

Gender

Zip Code

Disease

1967

Black

Male

40121

Cancer

1967

Black

Male

40121

Hypertension

1967

Black

Male

40121

Cancer

1968

White

Male

40242

Heart disease

1968

White

Male

40242

Heart disease

1968

White

Male

40242

Heart disease

1969

Black

Female

40373

Cancer

1969

Black

Female

40373

Hypertension

1969

Black

Female

40373

Hypertension

1970

White

Female

40404

Heart disease

1970

White

Female

40404

Cancer

1970

White

Female

40404

Hypertension

Table 5.2 A k-anonymised microdata set used to illustrate attribute disclosure

Since Table 5.2 satisfies k-anonymity, we would assume that it also protects the privacy
of those individuals whose data is reflected in the table. However, this table does not
protect the privacy of all individuals, because attribute disclosure can still occur. By
examining Table 5.2 closely, we notice that every white male (admitted to the hospital),
who was born in 1968 and who is living in the area with Zip Code 40242, has heart
disease. Therefore, we are able to infer sensitive data (i.e. the type of disease) by using
supposedly anonymised data. For example, suppose we know that our white male
colleague has been admitted to hospital recently. Since he is our colleague, we also
know that he was born in 1968 and lives in the area with Zip Code 40242. Based on this
non-sensitive information, we can use Table 5.2 to infer sensitive information about
him, namely that he suffers from heart disease. Although the example presented here is
trivial, it does illustrate the limitation of k-anonymity in cases where the values of
sensitive variables are not diverse.

To overcome this limitation, a number of enhancements of k-anonymity have proposed.
For example, in one of our previous works (Zielinski, 2007c), we proposed a simple
solution that combined k-anonymisation with association rule hiding. Given a nonanonymised microdata set, we proposed to first k-anonymise it. Thereafter association
rule hiding was performed, which ensured that sensitive association rules cannot be
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inferred from the anonymised table. During the process of association rule hiding, the
values of sensitive variables (i.e. the Disease variable in Tables 5.1 and 5.2) of some
records were suppressed. This approach ensured that sensitive information could not be
inferred when there was a lack of diversity in the values of sensitive variables.

Other enhancements of k-anonymity have also been proposed. A critique of these
enhancements is presented by Domingo-Ferrer and Torra (2008). An early enhancement
of

k-anonymity

was

Venkitasubramanian

proposed

(2006),

and

by

Machanavajjhala,
Machanavajjhala,

Gehrke,
Kiefer,

Kiefer

and

Gehrke

and

Venkitasubramanian (2007), where the authors introduce the concept of l-diversity. A
microdata set satisfies the property of l-diversity, if for every group of records that have
the same value for the identifying variables, there are at least l "well-represented" values
for the sensitive variable. In the context of l-diversity, "well-represented" can refer to:
•

Distinct l-diversity, where there are at least l distinct values for the sensitive
variable for every group of records that have the same values for the identifying
variables.

•

Entropy l-diversity, where for each group of a particular value of a sensitive
variable, the entropy of the group is greater than or equal to log(l).

•

Recursive (c, l)-diversity, where for each group of a particular value of a
sensitive variable, those values that seldom occur (in the original microdata set),
will occur more frequently (in the anonymised microdata set), and those values
that appear often (in the original microdata set) will occur less frequently (in the
anonymised microdata set).

However, l-diversity is also insufficient to prevent attribute disclosure, as noted by N.
Li, T. Li, and Venkatasubramanian (2007). For example, if the values of a sensitive
variable are semantically similar, in spite of satisfying l-diversity, attribute disclosure
can still take place. For example, let us assume that a 3-diverse microdata set may have
the following three types of values for a sensitive variable Disease: "colon cancer",
"lung cancer", and "skin cancer". Then an intruder may still deduce that an individual
linked to that group has cancer, although the intruder will not necessarily know what
type of cancer the individual has.
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Enhancements similar to l-diversity have also been proposed. For example, Truta and
Vinay (2006) propose p-Sensitive k-anonymity, which is equivalent to Distinct ldiversity. A microdata set satisfies p-Sensitive k-anonymity if it satisfies k-anonymity
and where each group of records with the same values for the identifying variables has
at least p unique values for the sensitive variable. Both p-Sensitive k-anonymity and
Distinct l-diversity have the limitation of presuming that the different values of a
sensitive variable are assumed with similar frequencies. When this is not the case,
achieving p-Sensitive k-anonymity and Distinct l-diversity may reduce the level of
information utility significantly. Wong et al. (2006) also presented an approach that is
equivalent to Recursive (c, l)-diversity, called (α, k)-anonymity. However, (α, k)anonymity requires that the proportion of each sensitive value in each group is such
that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 .

Another enhancement of k-anonymity is t-closeness, proposed by N. Li et al. (2007). A
microdata set satisfies t-closeness if, for every group of records that have the same
values for the identifying variables, the distance between the distribution of the value of
the sensitive variable in the group, and the distribution of the value of the sensitive
variable in the microdata set itself, is no more than a threshold t. Although t-closeness
overcomes the limitations of l-diversity, ensuring the t-closeness property significantly
reduces the information utility of a released microdata set. That is, when t-closeness is
achieved, the correlations between the identifying and the sensitive variables are
damaged (Domingo-Ferrer & Torra, 2008). This is because, by definition of t-closeness,
the values of a sensitive variable will have the same distribution for any group of
identical values for the identifying variables. The only way to decrease this damage on
the correlation between the identifying and the sensitive variables is to relax the tcloseness property, by increasing the threshold t.

5.5.3 How appropriate is k-anonymity (and its enhancements) for
addressing the conflict between privacy and information utility
The use of k-anonymity is often seen as a "clean way" of addressing the conflict
between privacy and information utility (Domingo-Ferrer & Torra, 2005, 2008). It is
seen as a "clean way" because, it is assumed that, if for a given k value, k-anonymity
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will provide sufficient privacy, then it allows one to concentrate on only determining
how to minimise information loss (or maximise information utility) such that the given
level of k-anonymity will be achieved. However, we argue that if k-anonymity is used in
this fashion, then it does not fully capture the objective of the optimisation problem. In
this Section, we discuss the way in which k-anonymity is currently used to address the
conflict between privacy and information utility, based on how it captures the objective
and constraints of the optimisation problem (as stated in Section 5.2).

First of all, it is unclear (from the literature stemming from k-anonymity) how to
determine the optimum value for k that will provide "sufficient privacy" for the
particular set of circumstances in which anonymisation takes place. Before we can find
the optimum value for k, we need to know what the optimum balance between privacy
and information utility is for the given set of circumstances in which anonymisation
takes place. Moreover, under the above assumption (i.e. that a certain k value is
sufficient), when a certain k value is provided as input to anonymisation, it is provided
without knowing if the given value will in fact lead to an optimum balance between
privacy and information utility.

Under the assumption that a certain k value will provide sufficient privacy, the
complexity of the optimisation problem is reduced to only maximising information
utility when given a certain level of privacy that needs to be achieved (i.e. a k value for
k-anonymity). However, we believe that such an assumption does not take into account
the whole complexity of the optimisation problem (as stated in Section 5.2). That is,
such an approach does not take into account that it is both privacy and information
utility that have to be maximised in the optimisation problem.

When the above assumption is used to solve this optimisation problem, maximising
privacy is no longer an objective function of the optimisation problem. Instead, under
the above assumption, privacy is reduced to only a constraint under which optimisation
occurs. When privacy becomes just a constraint under which optimisation occurs, then
the optimisation does not necessarily lead to a truly optimum solution. Information
utility is optimised only to satisfy a given level of privacy, rather than being optimised
whilst being aware of the fact that the goal of maximising information utility is in direct
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conflict with the goal of maximising privacy. In other words, information utility is
optimised subject to a given level of privacy that is considered "sufficient".

Nevertheless, the given "sufficient" level of privacy may not necessarily be the
optimum level, since the privacy level was decided upon through a means other than
during the optimisation itself. This is not to say that, the optimum level of privacy will
occur below the required "sufficient" or minimum level. It cannot occur below the
minimum level, since otherwise the constraint of the minimum level of privacy would
not be met. It is, however, possible that the optimum level of privacy will occur above
the required minimum privacy level, but this will not be known unless privacy is
optimised as well.

Note that we are not disputing the usefulness of k-anonymisation for anonymising
microdata. We are, however, stating that when k-anonymisation is used to find the
optimum balance between privacy and information utility, then the optimisation
problem should be approached from both angles: the need to maximise both information
utility and privacy. If this problem is approached from both these angles, then during
the process of optimisation, the k value will actually be calculated. First, the optimum
balance will be determined. Thereafter, in a second step, the optimum balance will be
used to determine how the microdata should be anonymised. If k-anonymity is used as
the anonymisation technique, then during the second step, the value for k will be
calculated and then the microdata set will be k-anonymised with this value. In other
words, the value for k will no longer be an input into the optimisation problem. The
only input into the optimisation problem will be the constraints under which the
optimisation should occur. These constraints are the preferences that were stated in
Section 5.2.

It is, of course, also possible to have an input constraint requiring that the released
microdata set should have a certain minimum level of privacy. However, even in such
cases, the minimum level of privacy should not be expressed in terms of the k value,
since it is possible to have two microdata sets satisfying the property of k-anonymity
(with the same k value), whilst offering very different levels of actual privacy (i.e. in
terms of how easy it is for an intruder to infer sensitive data). Consider for example, the
microdata set in Table 5.2. Even though it satisfies the property of k-anonymity (with k
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= 3), its actual level of privacy is much lower (in terms of an ordinal quantification of
privacy) than a microdata set that also satisfies k-anonymity (with k = 3), but where the
sensitive variables are different for every record of the microdata set.

The limitation of the way in which k-anonymity is used to address the conflict between
privacy and information utility, as discussed above, relates to the objectives of the
optimisation problem. Another limitation of k-anonymity, with regards to how it is
currently used to address the conflict between privacy and information utility, is related
to the definition of the constraints under which optimisation is performed.

In the original definition of k-anonymity, anonymisation is performed without taking
into account the data user's preferences between the different identifying variables.
Therefore, the anonymisation does not consider that information loss should be
minimised in those identifying variables that a data user considers most useful. Some
enhancements of k-anonymity have addressed this shortcoming, as discussed in the next
Section. In a similar way, the original definition of k-anonymity also disregards the
preferences between identifying variables that we perceive a potential intruder may
have. That is, anonymisation does not necessarily ensure that the most information loss
occurs in those identifying variables that are (perceived) to be most useful for a
potential intruder. Furthermore, k-anonymity also does not take into account the
preference between privacy and information utility. When we need to determine the
optimum balance between privacy and information utility, these preferences should be
taken into account as constraints under which the optimisation is performed. However,
the original k-anonymity definition does not take these into account.

To summarise, although k-anonymity shows potential as a good way to address the
conflict between privacy and information utility, we argue that the way in which it is
currently used is not appropriate to address this conflict. That is, the way in which kanonymity is currently used fails to find a truly optimum balance between privacy and
information utility for two main reasons. The first reason relates to the way in which the
objective of the optimisation problem is defined. That is, the objective of the
optimisation problem focuses on only maximising information utility, such that a
certain level of privacy (k value) is met. To find the optimum balance between privacy
and information utility, the objective of the optimisation should focus on maximising
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both privacy and information utility. The second reason relates to the way in which the
constraints of the optimisation problem are defined. That is, the preferences between
privacy and information utility, as well as the data user's preferences and the data
owner's preferences between identifying variables are not taken into account when
optimisation is performed.

5.5.4 Specific examples of how k-anonymity has been used to address
the conflict between privacy and information utility
In this Section, we present a number of specific examples of how k-anonymity has been
recently used to address the conflict between privacy and information utility.

Stark, Eder and Zatloukal (2006) propose a priority-driven anonymisation technique to
achieve k-anonymity. The proposed technique allows specifying the degree of
acceptable information loss for each variable seperately. Variables that are considered
useful for the data user can be protected from extensive generalization. Those variables
that have been assigned low priorities are generalized first. Variables that have been
assigned higher priorities are only generalized when no other solution may be found to
achieve k-anonymity. Although this approach is able to take into account the data user's
preferences with respect to which variables will be useful to him, it is unable to take
into account other constraints of the optimisation problem, namely the data owner's
preferences between variables (from the perspective of a potential intruder) and also the
preferences between privacy and information utility. Moreover, the optimisation
problem is addressed by considering only the need to maximise information utility such
that a certain level of k-anonymity is provided.

Other utility-based anonymisation approaches were also proposed. For example,
LeFevre, DeWitt and Ramakrishnan (2006b) propose algorithms that will generate
anonymous data such that the utility of the data is preserved with respect to the
workload for which the data will be used. Xu et al. (2006) also study the problem of
utility-based anonymisation and present a framework to specify the utility of variables.
Zhang, Jajodia and Brodsky (2007) propose a model and an algorithm that will
guarantee safety under the assumption that the intruder knows the disclosure algorithm
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and the generalization sequence. Nevertheless, these works address the conflict between
privacy and information utility from only one angle, namely the need to maximise
information utility subject to a given k value (i.e. a level of privacy that is considered as
"sufficient"). As we argued in the previous Section, considering the optimisation
problem from this limited perspective does not lead to a truly optimum balance between
privacy and information utility

In a more recent work, Gionis and Tassa (2009), study how to achieve k-anonymity
with minimal loss of information (i.e. an optimum k-anonymisation). The authors
provide an improvement on the best-known O(k)-approximation provided by Aggarwal
et al. (2005) to an approximation of O(ln k). Nevertheless, the authors also do not
consider the optimisation problem from the perspective of maximising both privacy and
information utility. Instead, they aim to determine how to achieve k-anonymity such
that information utility is maximised. That is, the algorithm proposed expects that the
value for k will be provided as input. However, as we argued in the previous Section, if
we are to obtain a truly optimum balance between privacy and information utility, by
using k-anonymisation as the anonymisation technique, then the value for k should
actually be calculated during the optimisation process.

Loukides and Shao (2008) consider how a k-anonymisation can be produced with an
optimum trade-off between information utility and privacy. In that paper, the needs of
both privacy and information utility are considered. The optimisation problem is
addressed from both these angles when an optimal anonymisation is determined.
However the proposed measure for information utility is based on the average amount
of generalizations that each group of tuples incurs – the smaller this number, the higher
the utility. This proposed measure does not consider the preferences that a specific data
user may have between different identifying variables. Therefore, this measure will not
be able to take into account the purpose for which the data user requires the data and
hence does not provide a meaningful measure for information utility. Therefore, an
anonymised microdata set will not necessarily have the optimum level of information
utility for a specific data user and the purpose for which the data is released.

Although a number of approaches based on k-anonymity have been proposed to address
the conflict between privacy and information utility, none are able to find a truly
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optimum balance between privacy and information utility. The concept of k-anonymity
itself is also currently being used inappropriately to address this conflict. Nor do we
consider the score and R-U confidentiality maps to be appropriate. In the next Section,
we present recommendations for an appropriate solution that will ensure that the
optimum balance between privacy and information utility is achieved when microdata is
anonymised.

5.6 Recommendations for an appropriate solution
When we consider the definition of the "optimum" balance between privacy and
information utility provided in Section 5.2, it is clear that the current approaches for
addressing the conflict between privacy and information utility are not appropriate. We
now provide recommendations for a solution that will be appropriate for determining
the optimum balance between privacy and information utility. The recommendations
will be used as a basis for developing our solution, which is presented in Chapters 6 and
7.

To reiterate from Section 5.2, we consider the "optimum" balance between privacy and
information utility as one in which the levels of privacy and information utility are
maximised while satisfying a set of constraints that capture the data owner's and the
data user's preferences. We stated our optimisation problem as follows "Maximise
privacy and information utility subject to the constraints imposed by the data user's and
the data owner's preferences".

We argue that if we are to find a truly optimal balance between privacy and information
utility, then the goal of maximising both privacy and information utility should be
regarded as the objective function of the optimisation problem. This stems from the fact
that both privacy and information utility are desired, although they may be desired in
different proportions. This is our recommendation with respect to the objective of the
optimisation problem.

We also need to make recommendations that address the constraints under which
optimisation should be carried out. These constraints should reflect the preferences
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between privacy and information utility. The constraints should also reflect the data
user's and the data owner's preferences between identifying variables. In the case of the
data owner, the preferences between identifying variables should be considered from the
perspective of a potential intruder (i.e. in terms of which identifying variables are
considered to be most useful for an intruder in deriving sensitive data).

Therefore, a challenge exists to develop a solution that will appropriately capture the
above objective and constraints and thereafter find the optimum balance between
privacy and information utility. Moreover, once the optimum balance has been
determined, the solution should also determine how to anonymise the microdata set
such that the optimum levels are achieved. Therefore, the solution should have two
components: an optimisation component, in which the optimum levels of privacy and
information utility are determined, and an anonymisation component, during which the
microdata set is anonymised.

In this research work, we propose such a solution. In Chapter 6, we address the
optimisation aspect of the solution through the application of Economic Price Theory.
The anonymisation aspect of the solution is addressed in Chapter 7, in which two
anonymisation techniques are considered: global recoding and microaggregation.

5.7 Conclusion
When microdata is anonymised, it needs to satisfy two conflicting goals: privacy and
information utility. In this Chapter, we discussed the conflict between privacy and
information utility and also discussed the appropriateness of existing approaches for
addressing the conflict. We argued that current approaches are not completely
appropriate for finding the optimum balance between privacy and information utility
and
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CHAPTER 6
H OW

TO DETERMINE THE OPTIMUM LEVELS

OF PRIVACY AND INFORMATION UTILITY
6.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter, we concluded that current approaches for balancing privacy
and information utility in microdata anonymisation are not appropriate, since they do
not necessarily lead to an optimum balance. We then made recommendations for an
appropriate approach for balancing privacy and information utility. Specifically, our
recommendation with respect to the objective of the optimisation problem was that both
privacy and information utility should be maximised. With regards to the constraints
under which optimisation should be carried out, we recommended that we should take
into account the preferences between privacy and information utility as well as the data
user's and the data owner's preferences between identifying variables.

In this Chapter, we use the recommendations from the previous Chapter to propose an
approach for a microdata anonymisation process that will anonymise microdata such
that optimum levels of privacy and information utility are achieved. The proposed
approach is based on Economic Price Theory and hence we first describe how concepts
from Economic Price Theory are applied in our approach. Thereafter, we present the
proposed microdata anonymisation process. We evaluate the proposed microdata
anonymisation process through a simulation that will show how the input preferences,
upon which the optimum levels are determined, impact the optimum levels of privacy
and information utility. In this Chapter, we focus on how to determine the optimum
levels of privacy and information utility. In the next Chapter, we will describe how
microdata should be anonymised such that the optimum levels are achieved.
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6.2 Economic Price Theory
Economic Price Theory (also known as Microeconomics) uses three types of analytical
tools. These include: constrained optimisation, equilibrium analysis, and comparative
statics (Besanko & Braeutigam, 2005). Constrained optimisation is used to determine
the optimum choice when given a set of limitations on how the choice can be made. As
an example, the utility maximisation problem of a consumer uses constrained
optimisation, in which we determine how a consumer should allocate his income among
different goods in order to maximise his utility (or satisfaction) gained from consuming
the goods. Equilibrium analysis is used to determine the conditions under which the
market will reach equilibrium. For example, in supply and demand analysis, equilibrium
analysis is used to determine how the supply and demand of a good determine the price
and quantity of a good provided in the market. As another example, General
Equilibrium Analysis aims to determine the equilibrium prices and quantities of goods
of more than one market at a time. Finally, comparative statics are useful for examining
how changes in external variables affect the state of internal variables in an economic
system.

In our research work, we aim to determine how best to allocate the available
information in a microdata set between the released information (i.e. information utility)
and the hidden information (i.e. privacy), so as to maximise the joint benefit (economic
utility) of the data user and the data owner. This closely corresponds to the utility
maximisation problem of a consumer, because it is related to the theory of choosing:
how much does an individual want to consume of each good? Therefore, in this research
work, we use only one tool from Economic Price Theory, namely constrained
optimisation.

In this Section, we provide a brief overview of the concepts from Economic Price
Theory that were used as a basis for developing the solution to our research problem.
This Section is based on the works of Besanko and Braeutigam (2005); Dixit (1990), J.
Hirshleifer et al. (2005); and Mansfield (1985). Readers interested in more detail are
referred to these works for more information on Economic Price Theory.
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Let us suppose that a consumer has a particular income I that he wishes to spend on two
goods, x1 and x2 . Let us also suppose that the prices for x1 and x2 are p1 and p 2 ,
respectively. When the consumer spends all the income I on the purchase of the two
goods x1 and x2 , we can represent this as an equation known as the consumer's budget:

p1 x1 + p 2 x 2 = I .

A consumer derives a certain amount of satisfaction from consuming different goods.
This satisfaction is referred to as the consumer's (economic) utility (Mansfield, 1985).
The utility derived from consuming the two goods x1 and x2 is determined by the
consumer's own preference between the two goods, and can be represented by the utility
function U ( x1 , x 2 ) .

To find the consumer's optimum point of consumption of goods x1 and x2 , we need to
maximise the amount of (economic) utility derived from consuming these two goods
subject to the constraints imposed by the consumer's budget (i.e. the constraints
imposed by the prices for goods and by the consumer's income) and subject to the
constraint that only non-negative amounts of goods can be consumed. This optimisation
problem can be summarised as follows:
max U ( x1 , x 2 )
s.t.

(3)

p1 x1 + p 2 x 2 = I (Budget constraint)
x1 , x2 ≥ 0

If the consumer is faced with the possibility of consuming more than two goods, we can
generalise the optimisation problem as follows. Suppose that there are n goods
x1 , x 2 ,... , xn . To find the consumer's optimum, we need to maximise the utility function
U ( x1 , x 2 ,... , x n )

subject

to

the

constraint

of

the

consumer's

budget

p1 x1 + p 2 x 2 + K + p n x n = I , and also subject to non-negative consumption of
goods. This can be written as:
max U ( x1 , x 2 ,... , x n )
s.t.

(4)

p1 x1 + p 2 x 2 + K + p n x n = I (Budget constraint)
x1 , x 2 , K , xn ≥ 0
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This optimisation problem can be solved by using the Lagrange Multipliers Method
(Dixit, 1990; Bertsekas, 1982), which allows us to find the extrema of a function subject
to one or more constraints.

To find the extrema points of the function U, we introduce a new function, the
Lagrangian, in terms of the function U, the budget constraint, as well as the Lagrange
multiplier λ. In this case, the Lagrangian (L) is defined as:
L( x1 , x2 ,K, xn ,λ ) = U ( x1 , x2 ,K, xn ) + λ[I − p1x1 − p2 x2 − K − pn xn ]

(5)

At the optimum point, there are first order conditions that need to be satisfied:

∂L
∂L
∂L
=0;
= 0 ;K;
=0
∂ x1
∂ x2
∂ xn
∂L
=0
∂λ

Based on these, we can obtain the optimum values for x1 , x 2 , K , xn , by treating the
conditions as (n + 1) equations in the (n + 1) unknowns x1 , x 2 ,K , xn , λ .

6.3 Quantification of information
A suitable way to quantify information is fundamental to our proposed solution. For this
purpose, we use the concept of entropy (Shannon, 1948). Entropy provides us with a
measure of the uncertainty of a random variable.

Given a random variable X in a data set, the entropy H(X) is defined as:

H (X ) = −

n

∑ pi log ( pi )

(6)

i =1

where:
•

n is the number of possible values that the variable X can assume in the
particular dataset, and

•

pi is the probability that the variable X assumes the i-th possible value, in the
particular dataset.
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6.4 Quantification of Information Utility
The concept of information utility is subjective: what may be considered as useful
information in one context could be considered not useful in another. Therefore,
information utility is difficult to quantify because it must take into account a data user's
preferences, which may vary according to what the user intends to use the data for.

In this research work, we quantify Information Utility (Iu) as the extent to which data is
useful for a data user, for the purpose for which it is released. (Recall that, in this thesis,
the data user is not the person who contributes the data, but is rather the person or
organisation that will use the released data.) To measure Information Utility, we take
into account the amount of data that is released for each identifying variable, as well as
the usefulness of each released identifying variable for the user. The data user's
preferences, with respect to the variables that will be useful for him, are used as a basis
for measuring Information Utility. Therefore, Information Utility of the same data set
will be calculated differently for each user of the data, based on each data user's needs
and preferences.

In this research work, we propose that the Information Utility of an identifying variable
is calculated as the product of the usefulness of that identifying variable to the data user
and the amount of information entropy that is present when the identifying variable is
released in the anonymised microdata.

To specify the usefulness of identifying variables, the data user is provided with 100
User Preference Points, which must be distributed over the identifying variables. The
distribution of points is done in a similar way as has been proposed by Willenborg and
De Waal (2001). Each identifying variable Vi is assigned a number of User Preference
Points qi such that:
•

Those variables that are considered more useful by the data user are assigned
more points over those variables that are considered to be less useful. Therefore,
the more useful the variable is to the data user, the more points the data user
should allocate to that variable.
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•

The sum of the User Preference Points allocated to each identifying variable
must equal 100.

To calculate the amount of information that is released for a particular identifying
variable, we use information entropy, as has been explained in the previous Section.
However, an identifying variable can be anonymised to different degrees with a
particular anonymisation technique. Therefore, this can lead to different amounts of
information that can be released for the same identifying variable, depending on the
degree to which the variable is anonymised. Therefore, when we calculate the amount
of information in a particular identifying variable, we also need to specify the degree of
anonymisation that has been applied to the variable.

To allow us to distinguish between the different degrees to which an identifying
variable has been anonymised (with a particular anonymisation technique), we propose
the notation (Vi ) j , where i indicates the number of the identifying variable, and j
indicates the degree of anonymisation that has been applied to the variable.

What is meant by the "degree of anonymisation" depends on the particular
anonymisation technique itself. For example, if the MDAV microaggregation algorithm
(Domingo-Ferrer et al., 2006; Hundepool et al., 2005) is used to anonymise a particular
identifying variable, then the degree of anonymisation will refer to the least number of
records k that should exist in each cluster. In this case, the superscript j will be used to
refer to the number of records k that exist in each cluster. Or, for example, if global
recoding is used, then the superscript j will refer to the coding with which the variable is
released.

More formally, if an identifying variable Vi has been anonymised (with a particular
anonymisation technique) to the j-th degree, then the Information Utility of the released

( )

variable, Iu (Vi ) j , is the product of the User Preference Points qi allocated to the

( )

variable Vi and the amount of information entropy H (Vi ) j in the variable when it is
anonymised to the j-th degree. That is,
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(

)

(

Iu (Vi ) j = qi H (Vi ) j

)

 n

= qi  −
p k log ( p k )
 k =1




∑

(7)

where:
•

n is the number of possible values that the variable Vi can assume (in the

microdata) when the variable has been anonymised with a particular
anonymisation technique to the j-th degree, and
•

p k is the probability that the variable Vi assumes (in the microdata) the k-th

possible value when it has been anonymised with a particular anonymisation
technique to the j-th degree.

When assigning User Preference Points to identifying variables, the data user should
also take into account the meta-knowledge about a microdata set. For example, if the
data user is given a subset of a microdata set that contains data only on children, then an
identifying variable such as Martial Status is likely to be of little use. On the other hand,
the Marital Status identifying variable can be quite useful if the subset contains data on
adults (or adults and children). Therefore, the meta-knowledge about the microdata set
should be considered to ensure that User Preference Points are assigned appropriately to
identifying variables.

The interaction effect between identifying variables should also not be overlooked when
assigning User Preference Points to identifying variables. Sometimes when, amongst all
the identifying variables of a released microdata set, there are certain combinations of
identifying variables, then the usefulness of those identifying variables may be greater
when compared to cases where those combinations are not present.

For example, when given a subset of a microdata set about female patients who were
admitted to a hospital, the usefulness of an identifying variable such as Age can be
increased when it is released together with a variable such as the Number of Children of
a patient. In this case, it may provide insight into the diseases suffered by mothers, in
different age groups, as opposed to the diseases suffered by women in general.
Moreover, the presence of the Number of Children identifying variable can now help
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the data user make deductions about diseases suffered by underage mothers. This type
of deduction would not be possible if the Number of Children identifying variable were
not present. Hence, the value of the Age identifying variable may be greater to the data
user when it is released together with the Number of Children variable. In such cases,
the Age identifying variable should be assigned a greater number of User Preference
Points.

6.5 Quantification of Privacy
The concept of privacy is also subjective: what may be considered as a sufficient level
of privacy in one context could be considered as insufficient in another. Therefore,
privacy is also difficult to quantify because it must take into account not only the
sensitivity of the data, but also the ease with which an intruder will be able to infer
sensitive data; both depend on the content of the data with which we are working.

We argue that one way in which privacy can be achieved is through the removal of data
from the identifying variables. As more useful data (from the intruder's perspective)
remains unreleased due to data anonymisation, it becomes increasingly difficult for the
intruder to infer sensitive data. Therefore, we can think of privacy in terms of the
amount of data that is removed from the identifying variables, taking into account the
usefulness of each identifying variable in inferring sensitive data. As more data is
removed from the identifying variables, the privacy level of the released data increases.

We will use this notion to quantify Privacy as the extent to which the unreleased, or
hidden, data would be useful for an intruder for the purpose of inferring sensitive data.
The greater the usefulness of the unreleased data for an intruder, the greater the privacy.
Since we are measuring the usefulness of data, we can adapt our definition of
Information Utility, to measure how useful the unreleased data would be for the
intruder. Therefore, we define Privacy (Priv) as a measure of how useful the unreleased
data would be for an intruder for the purpose of inferring sensitive data.

Although thinking about privacy in terms of the amount of data removed from useful
identifying variables does not provide us with a cardinal quantification for privacy, it is
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nevertheless useful for our research purpose as it provides us with an ordinal
quantification. That is, we know that if a microdata set has less data for useful
identifying variables (i.e. the variables that are useful for inferring sensitive data), it
must have a higher privacy level than a microdata set with more data for useful
identifying variables (ordinal quantification), although we are unable to determine the
exact amount (cardinal quantification) of privacy that the two microdata sets possess.

In a similar way as for calculating Information Utility, the Privacy level of a variable is
calculated as the product of the usefulness of that variable to the intruder and the
amount of information entropy that is hidden (unreleased) when the variable is released
in the anonymised microdata. The amount of information that is hidden is calculated as
the difference in the amount of information present in the non-anonymised variable and
the amount of information present in the released variable.

To specify the usefulness of identifying variables, we distribute 100 Intruder Preference
Points over the identifying variables. The distribution of points is done in a similar way
as has been proposed by Willenborg and De Waal (2001). Similarly to as in the case of
quantifying Information Utility, when assigning Intruder Preference Points, the
interaction of identifying variables should also be taken into account.

Each identifying variable Vi is assigned a number of Intruder Preference Points ri such
that:
•

Those variables that we consider as being more useful to the intruder in inferring
sensitive data are assigned more points over those variables that are considered
to be less useful. Therefore, the more useful a variable is perceived to be to the
intruder, the more points we should allocate to that variable.

•

The sum of the Intruder Preference Points allocated to each identifying variable
must equal 100.

More formally, if an identifying variable Vi is anonymised (with a particular
anonymisation technique) to the j-th degree (as explained in the previous Section), then

( )

the Privacy of the released variable, Pr iv (Vi ) j , is the product of the Intruder
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( )

Preference Points ri allocated to the variable Vi and the difference H (Vi ) − H (Vi ) j .
That is,

(

( ))

Pr iv(Vi ) j = ri H (Vi ) − H (Vi ) j

 n
 m



p k log ( p k ) −  −
= ri  −
sl log (sl ) 
 l =1

 k =1




∑

∑

(8)

where:
•

n is the number of possible values that the non-anonymised variable Vi can

assume (in the non-anonymised microdata),
•

p k is the probability that the non-anonymised variable Vi assumes the k-th

possible value,
•

m is the number of possible values that the variable Vi can assume when it has

been anonymised (with a particular anonymisation technique) to the j-th degree,
and
•

sl is the probability that the variable Vi assumes (in the microdata) the l-th

possible value when it has been anonymised (with a particular anonymisation
technique) to the j-th degree.

Without knowing the goals of the intruder, we are unable to predict the likely method of
attack that an intruder may use. Hence, we are unable to assign Intruder Preference
Points to variables in a way that would reflect the importance of the variables for the
specific attack methods likely to be used by the intruder. This is made more difficult
since there may be several types of intruders with different interests. Therefore,
determining the usefulness of an identifying variable to an intruder (and hence the way
in which privacy has been quantified) is limited to how well we can predict the
behaviour of an intruder.

Nevertheless, we believe that we can make several assumptions about how useful an
identifying variable will be to an intruder. Firstly, an intruder may attempt to match a
microdata set with other microdata sets that are available to him, for example voter
registration lists. Two microdata sets can be matched when there is one or more
identifying variable that is common between the two microdata sets. When an
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identifying variable appears in many microdata sets, its usefulness to the intruder is
high, since the intruder can attempt to match many microdata sets on the common
identifying variable. On the other hand, if an identifying variable is not likely to appear
in other microdata sets, then its usefulness to the intruder may be lower, since the
identifying variable can be used to match fewer microdata sets. Therefore, the higher
the frequency of the identifying variable in different microdata sets, the greater the
usefulness of the identifying variable. Hence, common identifying variables should be
assigned more Intruder Preference Points over those identifying variables that are less
common.

Secondly, we can make assumptions about the usefulness of an identifying variable
based on the meta-knowledge about the identifying variables (i.e. based on knowledge
about the identifying variables themselves and not on the content of the variables). For
example, in a microdata set that contains information about the rural population of a
region, the Zip Code may be considered to be more useful than in a microdata set that
contains information about an urban population. This stems from the fact that rural
areas are sparsely populated and hence a microdata set about a rural population may
contain a greater number of relatively rare or even unique records per one unique Zip
Code, when compared to a microdata set about an urban population. Hence, it may be
easier for an intruder to use the Zip Code to re-identify individuals living in a rural area
when compared to individuals living in an urban area. Therefore, meta-knowledge about
identifying variables should also be taken into account when assigning Intruder
Preference Points to identifying variables.

6.6 Using Economic Price Theory in Information Theory
To apply concepts from Economic Price Theory to find the optimum balance between
privacy and information utility, we adapt the definitions from Economic Price Theory
so that they are relevant for our research work as follows.
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Consumer

For the purpose of this research work, we encapsulate the needs and preferences of both
the data owner and the data user into the needs of one entity, known as the consumer in
Economic Price Theory. The data owner primarily seeks to maximise privacy, while the
data user primarily seeks to maximise the usefulness of the data. Therefore, the
consumer seeks to maximise both the privacy and the information utility of the released
data.

Goods

The optimisation problem in our research work can be thought of as maximising the
amount of information utility and privacy that will exist in the anonymised microdata
set (under a set of constraints). Hence, we refer to information utility and privacy as our
(economic) goods, whose consumption we wish to optimise.

In simple terms, the optimisation problem can be seen as a process during which we
need to determine, for each identifying variable, how much information needs to be
released and how much information needs to be hidden. Therefore, for each released
identifying variable, we need to measure two aspects: the resulting level of Information
Utility and the resulting level of Privacy. Therefore, when given a microdata set with n
identifying variables, we have 2n goods: n goods that will form the total level of
Information Utility and n goods that will form the total level of Privacy.

Income

In Economic Price Theory, the consumer is given a particular income that must be
distributed on the purchase of goods. In a similar way, in our research problem, we are
given a particular amount of information entropy that exists in the identifying variables
of a particular microdata set. The amount of information entropy that is available in the
identifying variables of a non-anonymised microdata set determines the maximum
information that can be released or hidden. That is, the amount of information entropy
must be distributed between the entropy of the released information (i.e. information
utility) and the entropy of the hidden information (i.e. privacy). Therefore, the income
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in our research problem is the information entropy that exists in the identifying
variables of the non-anonymised microdata. The income is equal to the sum of the
entropies of the individual non-anonymised identifying variables. (This sum of
entropies does not necessarily equal the joint entropy of the individual non-anonymised
identifying variables. In Step 4 in Section 6.8, we explain why the income should be
equal to the sum of the entropies of the individual non-anonymised identifying
variables, as opposed to being equal to the joint entropy of the non-anonymised
identifying variables.)

Prices

In economics, the price for a good is equal to the amount of money (income) required to
obtain one unit of that good. By using this concept, the price for information utility of a
particular identifying variable is the amount of information entropy (our income) that is
required to obtain one unit of Information Utility (a good). In a similar way, the price
for privacy of a particular identifying variable is the amount of information entropy
(income) that is required to obtain one unit of Privacy (a good). The way in which the
actual price amounts are determined is further explained in Step 3 in Section 6.8.

(Economic) Utility

As noted in Section 6.2, the amount of (economic) utility that is derived from
consuming goods is determined by the consumer's preference between the different
goods. In the case of the 2n goods defined above, this preference refers to the
preferences that exist between each identifying variable in the microdata set, as well as
the preference between the resulting levels of privacy and information utility. The
(economic) utility, in our research problem, is the joint benefit that the data user and the
data owner (i.e. our "consumer") derive from a released microdata set.
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6.7 ANOPI
In this Section, we present our solution in terms of a microdata anonymisation process.
We called the microdata anonymisation process ANOPI, or the ANonymisation with
Optimum Privacy and Information utility. The purpose of ANOPI is to anonymise
microdata by guiding the anonymisation process such that the optimum balance
between privacy and information utility is obtained. The process is shown in Figure 6.1
and its two functions are described below.

Figure 6.1 A representation of the ANOPI microdata anonymisation process

Given a non-anonymised microdata set, the ANOPI microdata anonymisation process
first determines the optimum levels of privacy and information utility based on concepts
from Economic Price Theory. This occurs in the OPI function (Optimum Privacy and
Information utility function). Data anonymisation takes place in the Anonymising
Function, which provides an anonymised microdata set as its output. The OPI function
is described in the next Section, while the next Chapter describes the Anonymising
function.

6.8 The OPI function
The OPI function (Optimum Privacy and Information utility function) is the function in
which the optimum levels of privacy and information utility are determined. It only
determines the optimum levels of privacy and information utility that a microdata set
should possess, but it does not specify how the microdata should be anonymised to
achieve the optimum levels. Therefore, the OPI function is independent of the
anonymisation technique used to anonymise microdata.
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The input to this function is a non-anonymised microdata set with n identifying
variables V1 , K , Vn . For each identifying variable Vi , we create two goods: xi and yi .
For an identifying variable Vi , good xi represents the variable's Information Utility
level and good yi represents the variable's Privacy level. Therefore, given a microdata
set with n identifying variables, we have a set of 2n goods: {x1 , K , x n , y1 , K , y n } . The
OPI function is performed in five steps as follows.

Step 1: Determine the consumer's preferences between different goods

This step is required to determine the preference between the need for privacy and the
need for information utility. In this step, we also determine the preference between each
identifying variable. These preferences are used to determine the amount of (economic)
utility that can be derived.
To set the preference between information utility and privacy, we use the parameters α
and β . The values of these parameters should be agreed on together by the data user
and the data owner. The sum of the values set for α and β should be equal to 1. The
difference between the values therefore reflects the difference in the importance of
information utility and privacy of the released microdata. If information utility of the
released microdata is seen (by both the data user and the data owner) as being more
important than the privacy of the released microdata, then α should have a greater
value than β . In that case, it implies that more (economic) utility is derived from
information utility than from privacy, and the optimum balance between privacy and
information utility will be determined based on this preference. In a similar way, if
privacy of the released microdata is perceived as being more important than the
usefulness of the released microdata, then α should have a smaller value than β . If the
needs of privacy and information utility are equally important, then the value for α
should equal to the value for β .
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To set the preference between identifying variables, each variable Vi is allocated User
Preference Points, qi , and Intruder Preference Points, ri . The way in which these points
should be allocated has been explained in Sections 6.4 and 6.5, respectively.

Once we have set these preferences, we can determine the amount of (economic) utility
that the consumer can derive. In order to do this, we use the Cobb-Douglas Utility
Function (Besanko & Braeutigam, 2005). We use the Cobb-Douglas Utility Function
because of its usefulness for measuring the consumer's (economic) utility that is derived
from different goods.

Firstly, the function ensures that the marginal utility for every good is positive. That is,
it ensures that the consumer always prefers more (as opposed to less) of each good. In
our case, it ensures that, from each identifying variable, the data user and the data owner
always prefer to derive the highest levels of information utility and privacy,
respectively.

Secondly, the Cobb-Douglas Utility Function also ensures a diminishing marginal rate
of substitution. In other words, it ensures that as the consumption of a particular good
increases, the consumer is likely to give up further consumption of that good in order to
consume more of the other available goods. For example, let us suppose that a
consumer can drink only tea and coffee. After consuming many cups of tea, the
satisfaction the consumer will gain from one more cup of tea is likely to be less than the
satisfaction gained from consuming a cup of coffee. Therefore, after the consumer has
consumed many cups of tea, he will likely give up an additional cup of tea in order to
consume a cup of coffee. In the case of our research problem, the situation is similar.
When the level of information utility of an identifying variable is already high, we are
likely to consider increasing the level of privacy (instead of information utility) that can
be derived from that variable.
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When the Cobb-Douglas Utility Function is used in the context of our research work,
the (economic) utility function U in this optimisation problem is derived as follows:
α

qi 

 n 100 

U (x1 , K , x n , y1 , K , y n ) = 
xi


 i =1




∏

ri 

 n
100 


yi


 i =1




β

∏

(9)

where:
•

α is the preference value for information utility,

•

β is the preference value for privacy,

•

qi is the number of User Preference Points allocated to variable Vi , and

•

ri is the number of Intruder Preference Points allocated to variable Vi .

The amount of (economic) utility derived from a good that contributes to Information
Utility is determined by the preference for information utility as well as the number of
User Preference Points allocated to that variable. In a similar way, the amount of
(economic) utility derived from a good that contributes to Privacy is determined by the
preference for privacy as well as the number of Intruder Preference Points allocated to
that variable. Note that we divide the User Preference Points and Intruder Preference
Points by 100 to ensure that we represent the respective preferences as weights.

Step 2: Determine the consumer's income

To determine the consumer's income, I, we need to determine the amount of information
with which we are presented in the identifying variables of the non-anonymised
microdata. In order to do this, we calculate the sum of the information entropies that
exist in each non-anonymised identifying variable of the microdata set. (We do not use
the joint entropy H (V1 , K , Vn ) of the identifying variables for calculating the income,
as explained in Step 4.)
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More formally, given a non-anonymised microdata set with n identifying variables
V1 ,K ,Vn , the consumer's income I is:

I =

n

∑ H (Vi )

(10)

i =1

Step 3: Determine the price of each good

For each good xi (i.e. those goods that represent the Information Utility level of a
variable Vi ), we determine its price si . Similarly, for each good yi (i.e. those goods
that represent the Privacy level for a variable Vi ), we determine its price t i .

To determine the price si for a good xi , we need to determine the amount of
information that is required such that the data user obtains one unit of Information
Utility. Given an anonymisation technique, every possible degree of anonymisation of
the variable Vi will yield the same price. Therefore, when we calculate the price, we
can assume that the variable Vi has been anonymised to the j-th degree (taking into
account the maximum value that j may have for a particular anonymisation technique
with which the variable Vi is anonymised).

To calculate the price, we use (1) the amount of Information Utility that the user will
obtain if Vi is anonymised to the j-th degree (with a certain anonymisation technique),

( )

and (2) the amount of information entropy H (Vi ) j that will exist in the anonymised
Vi when it is anonymised to the j-th degree. The price si for a good xi is calculated as

follows (where qi is the amount of User Preference Points allocated to Vi as described
in Section 6.4):
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si =

(
(

H (Vi ) j
Iu (Vi ) j

(

)
)

(11)

)

=

H (Vi ) j
q i H (Vi ) j

=

1
qi

(

)

In a similar way, we can also determine the price t i for a good yi . In this case, we need
to determine the amount of information that is required such that one unit of Privacy is
obtained. To calculate the price t i for a good yi , we use (1) the amount of Privacy that
will be obtained if Vi is anonymised (with a certain anonymisation technique) to the j-th

( )

degree, and (2) the amount of information entropy H (Vi ) − H (Vi ) j that is lost from
the variable when it is anonymised. The price t i for a good yi is calculated as follows
(where ri is the amount of Intruder Preference Points allocated to Vi as described in
Section 6.5):
ti =

(

H (Vi ) − H (Vi ) j
Pr iv (Vi ) j

(

(

)

)

(12)

)

=

H (Vi ) − H (Vi ) j
ri H (Vi ) − H (Vi ) j

=

1
ri

(

(

))

Step 4: Determine the consumer's budget

We determine the consumer's budget by using the income I obtained in Step 2, as well
as the prices derived in Step 3. Using these, the consumer's budget becomes:

s1x1 + K + sn xn + t1 y1 + K + tn yn = I
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(13)

Since, in our research work, information can only be released or hidden, it implies that
the whole value of the total information entropy must be allocated to either information
utility (released information) or privacy (hidden information). Hence, it implies that the
whole income must be spent and therefore the above formula is not an inequality.

Given the above formula for the consumer's budget, we can now explain why the
income I should be equal to the sum of the entropies of the individual identifying
variables, as opposed to being equal to the joint entropy of the identifying variables.

Let us assume that we would like to release the non-anonymised microdata. In this case,
the budget is:
1 x +K+ 1 x + 1 y +K+ 1 y =
q1 1
qn n r1 1
rn n

I

(14)

Since each xi and yi are the Information Utility and Privacy levels of Vi , respectively,
the budget equation can expanded as follows (by using Equations 7 and 8):
1 ⋅ q H (V ) + K + 1 ⋅ q H (V ) +
1
n
q1 1
qn n
1 ⋅ r (H (V ) − H (V )) + K + 1 ⋅ r (H (V ) − H (V )) = I
1
1
n
n
r1 1
rn n

(15)

By simplifying, we obtain:

H (V1 ) + K + H (Vn ) = I

(16)

Therefore, the income I is equal to the sum of the entropies of the individual identifying
variables.
We also know that H (V1 , K , Vn ) ≤ H (V1 ) + K + H (Vn ) , with equality holding if
and only if the identifying variables are independent. Therefore, if we set the income to
equal to the joint entropy, then the income is equal to the sum of the entropies of the
individual variables if and only if the variables are independent. That is, equality will
hold if and only if the joint probability of the values of variables V1 , K , Vn is equal to
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the product of the probabilities of the values of each individual variable V1 , K , Vn .
More formally, equality will hold if and only if Pr (V1 , K , Vn ) = Pr (V1 ) ⋅ K⋅ Pr (Vn ) ,
where Pr (Vi ) refers to the probability of the values of variable Vi .

However, if the identifying variables of a given microdata set are not independent, and
we would set the income to equal to the joint entropy of the identifying variables, then
we would not be able to release a non-anonymised microdata set, since it would not be
possible to satisfy the budget equation. To explain this further, let us consider the
following scenario.

We are given a microdata set (with non-independent identifying variables) and we
would like to release it such that each identifying variable is not anonymised. Let us
assume that we set the income to equal to the joint entropy of the non-anonymised
identifying variables. That is, I = H (V1 , K , Vn ) .

When the microdata set is released with non-anonymised identifying variables,
Equation

16

for

the

consumer's

budget

becomes

H (V1 ) + K + H (Vn ) = H (V1 , K, Vn ) . However, equality cannot hold in this case
because

the

given

identifying

variables

are

not

independent.

Therefore,

H (V1 ) + K + H (Vn ) > H (V1 , K, Vn ) . Therefore, the available income (joint entropy)
would be insufficient to ensure the feasibility of a solution where a non-anonymised
microdata set is released.

Therefore, if we set the income to equal to the joint entropy of the non-anonymised
identifying variables, a solution where the non-anonymised identifying variables are
released would be unattainable. Hence, the assumption we made earlier that the income
should equal to the joint entropy of the non-anonymised identifying variables is not
correct, when given non-independent variables. Therefore, the income should equal to
the sum of the entropies of the non-anonymised identifying variables.
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Step 5: Optimise

In this step, the optimum values of each good are determined. This is done through
optimisation, where we need to find the maximum value for U ( x1 , K , xn , y1 , K , y n )
subject to the constraint s1x1 +K+ sn xn + t1 y1 +K+ t n yn = I and the constraint that
only non-negative amounts of goods are consumed. We can rewrite this as:
max U ( x1 , K , xn , y1 , K , y n )
s.t.

(17)

s1x1 +K+ sn xn + t1 y1 +K+ t n yn = I (Budget constraint)
x1 , K , xn ≥ 0
y1 , K , y n ≥ 0

To optimise, we use the Lagrange Multipliers Method. The Lagrangian (L) becomes:

L(x1 , K , xn , y1 , K , y n , λ ) = U (x1 , K , xn , y1 , K , y n ) +

(18)

λ [I − s1 x1 − K − sn xn − t1 y1 − K − t n y n ]
At the optimum point, the first order conditions that need to be satisfied become:
∂L
∂L
=0; K;
=0
∂ x1
∂ xn
∂L
∂L
= 0; K;
=0
∂ y1
∂ yn
∂L
=0
∂λ

These are used to obtain the optimum values for x1 , K , xn , y1 , K , y n , by treating the
conditions as (2n + 1) equations in the (2n + 1) unknowns x1,K, xn , y1,K, yn , λ .

6.9 Examples
In this Section, we provide two examples of using the OPI function of the ANOPI
microdata anonymisation process. We first start with the simplest case, in which we
need to find the optimum balance between privacy and information utility when given a
microdata set with only one identifying variable. In the second example, we are given a
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microdata set with two identifying variables. In both examples, we show how the
optimum levels of Information Utility and Privacy change with different values for the
input parameters. In the second example, we also represent the optimum values for
Information Utility and Privacy graphically. These examples simulated the use of the
OPI function with different input preferences. Through the simulation, we evaluated the
OPI function by showing how the input preferences (according to which the optimum
levels are determined) impact the optimum levels of Information Utility and Privacy.

6.9.1 Example 1 – A microdata set with one identifying variable
The simplest case to which our solution can be applied occurs when we are faced with
the need to anonymise a microdata set with only one identifying variable. In this
example, we are given a non-anonymised microdata set, as shown in Table A1 in the
Appendix, with one identifying variable Year of Birth, which we shall denote as V1 . We
create two goods: x1 and y1 . Good x1 represents the level of Information Utility in V1
and good y1 represents the level of Privacy in V1 .

Step 1: Determine the consumer's preferences between different goods

Let us assume that the data owner and the data user agree that the needs of information
utility and privacy are equally important. Therefore, we assign equal values to α and β
as follows: α = 1 , and β = 1 . Furthermore, since there is only one identifying
2

2

variable, the data user allocates all 100 User Preference Points to it. In a similar way, we
allocate all 100 Intruder Preference Points to the single identifying variable. Therefore,



the (economic) utility function is: U ( x1 , y1 ) =  x1



100
100

1
2 







 y1



100
100

1
2

1

1


2
2
 = x1 y1



Step 2: Determine the consumer's income

In this example, we have only one identifying variable, and hence the income is:

I = H (V1 ) = 1.35
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Step 3: Determine the price of each good

The price for x1 is s1 = 1 = 0.01 and the price for y1 is t1 = 1 = 0.01 .
100
100

Step 4: Determine the consumer's budget

The consumer's budget is defined by the equation: 0.01 x1 + 0.01 y1 = 1.35

Step 5: Optimise

We now have all the required information to find the optimum values for Information
Utility and Privacy. The optimisation problem can be stated as:
1
2

max U ( x1 , y1 ) = x1 y1
s.t.

1
2

0.01 x1 + 0.01 y1 = 1.35 (Budget constraint)

x1 ≥ 0
y1 ≥ 0

When this is solved, we obtain the optimum values as follows: x1 = 67.51, y1 = 67.51.
To demonstrate the effects of the change in the preference between information utility
and privacy, we show in Table 6.1 how the optimum values for x1 and y1 change.
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Allocation of Points
Information
utility and
privacy
preference

User
Preference
Points

Intruder
Preference
Points

Optimum
values

α

β

q1

r1

x1

y1

0.25

0.75

100

100

33.757

101.27

0.5

0.5

100

100

67.513

67.51

0.75

0.25

100

100

101.27

33.76

Table 6.1 The effect of the change in information utility and privacy preference on the
optimum values in Example 1

6.9.2 Example 2 – A microdata set with two identifying variables
We now present a more advanced example, in which we need to anonymise a microdata
set with two identifying variables. We are given a microdata set, as shown in Table A2
in the Appendix, with the identifying variables Year of Birth and Marital Status. We
shall denote these identifying variables as V1 and V2 , respectively. We create four
goods: x1 , x2 , y1 , and y 2 . Goods x1 and x2 represent the Information Utility levels
for the identifying variables V1 and V2 , respectively. Goods y1 and y 2 represent the
levels of Privacy for the identifying variables V1 and V2 , respectively.

Step 1: Determine the consumer's preferences between different goods

As in Example 1, let us assume that the data owner and the data user agree that the
needs of information utility and privacy are equally important. Furthermore, let us
assume that the data user prefers V1 over V2 and allocates 60 and 40 User Preference
Points to the variables, respectively. Let us also assume that the data user and the data
owner jointly decide to allocate 60 Intruder Preference Points to V1 and 40 Intruder
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Preference Points to V2 to show the relative importance that an intruder would place on
these

two

variables.

Therefore,

the

(economic)

1
40
 60
 100 100
U (x1 , x2 , y1 , y 2 ) =  x1 x 2



utility

function

is:

1

40
 2  60
  100 100
  y1 y 2
 
 

2





Step 2: Determine the consumer's income

In this example, we have two identifying variables, and hence the income is:

I = H (V1 ) + H (V2 ) = 1.35 + 0.52 = 1.87

Step 3: Determine the price of each good

The

prices

for

x1 ,

x2 ,

y1 ,

and

y2

respectively, s1 = 1 = 0.0167 ;

are,

60

s 2 = 1 = 0.025 ; t1 = 1 = 0.0167 ; t 2 = 1 = 0.025
40
60
40

Step 4: Determine the consumer's budget

The consumer's budget is defined by the equation:
0.0167 x1 + 0.025 x2 + 0.0167 y1 + 0.025 y 2 = 1.87

Step 5: Optimise

The optimisation problem can be stated as:



max U (x1 , x2 , y1 , y 2 ) =  x1


s.t.

60
100

40
100

x2

1
2 







 y1



60
100

40
100

y2

1
2






0.0167 x1 + 0.025 x2 + 0.0167 y1 + 0.025 y 2 = 1.87 (Budget constraint)

x1 , x 2 ≥ 0
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y1 , y 2 ≥ 0

When this is solved, we obtain the optimum values as follows: x1 = 33.69, y1 = 33.69,

x2 = 14.97, y 2 = 14.97.

To demonstrate the effects of the change in the preference between information utility
and privacy, and the effects of different allocation of User Preference Points and
Intruder Preference Points to V1 and V2 , we show in Table 6.2 (on the next page) how
the optimum values change.
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Allocation of Points
Information
utility and
privacy
preference

User
Preference
Points

Optimum values

Intruder
Preference
Points

α

β

q1

q2

r1

r2

x1

y1

x2

y2

0.25
0.25
0.25

0.75
0.75
0.75

25
25
25

75
75
75

25
50
75

75
50
25

2.92
2.92
2.92

8.77
35.09
78.96

26.32
26.32
26.32

78.96
35.09
8.77

0.25
0.25
0.25

0.75
0.75
0.75

50
50
50

50
50
50

25
50
75

75
50
25

11.70
11.70
11.70

8.77
35.09
78.96

11.70
11.70
11.70

78.96
35.09
8.77

0.25
0.25
0.25

0.75
0.75
0.75

75
75
75

25
25
25

25
50
75

75
50
25

26.32
26.32
26.32

8.77
35.09
78.96

2.92
2.92
2.92

78.96
35.09
8.77

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

25
25
25

75
75
75

25
50
75

75
50
25

5.85
5.85
5.85

5.85
23.39
52.64

52.64
52.64
52.64

52.64
23.39
5.85

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

50
50
50

50
50
50

25
50
75

75
50
25

23.39
23.39
23.39

5.85
23.39
52.64

23.39
23.39
23.39

52.64
23.39
5.85

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

75
75
75

25
25
25

25
50
75

75
50
25

52.64
52.64
52.64

5.85
23.39
52.64

5.85
5.85
5.85

52.64
23.39
5.85

0.75
0.75
0.75

0.25
0.25
0.25

25
25
25

75
75
75

25
50
75

75
50
25

8.77
8.77
8.77

2.92
11.70
26.32

78.96
78.96
78.96

26.32
11.70
2.92

0.75
0.75
0.75

0.25
0.25
0.25

50
50
50

50
50
50

25
50
75

75
50
25

35.09
35.09
35.09

2.92
11.70
26.32

35.09
35.09
35.09

26.32
11.70
2.92

0.75
0.75
0.75

0.25
0.25
0.25

75
75
75

25
25
25

25
50
75

75
50
25

78.96
78.96
78.96

2.92
11.70
26.32

8.77
8.77
8.77

26.32
11.70
2.92

Table 6.2 The effect of changes in different preferences on the optimum values in
Example 2
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6.9.3 A graphical representation of the changes to Information Utility
and Privacy for a microdata set with two identifying variables
In this sub-section, we use the same microdata set as in Example 2, but we use graphs to
show how the values for Information Utility and Privacy change as the input values for

α and β change, with all possible assignment of the User and the Intruder Preference
points to variables V1 and V2 .

In each graph in Figures 6.2 to 6.6, we show the possible values for x1 , y1 , x2 , and

y 2 . In each graph, we show the allocation of User Preference Points only to variable V1
on the X-axis. Since the sum of the User Preference Points allocated to each identifying
variable must equal to 100 (see Section 6.4), the number of User Preference Points
allocated to variable V2 can be implied from the number of points allocated to variable

V1 . Similarly, on the Y-axis we show the allocation of the Intruder Preference Points
only to variable V1 , since the Intruder Preference Points allocated to variable V2 can be
implied. On the Z-axis, we show the levels of Information Utility (Iu) in the case of
values for x1 and x2 , and the levels of Privacy (Priv) in the case of values for y1 and

y2 .

Figure 6.2 Possible Information Utility and Privacy levels when α = 0.1 and β = 0.9
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Figure 6.3 Possible Information Utility and Privacy levels when α = 0.3 and β = 0.7

Figure 6.4 Possible Information Utility and Privacy levels when α = 0.5 and β = 0.5
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Figure 6.5 Possible Information Utility and Privacy levels when α = 0.7 and β = 0.3

Figure 6.6 Possible Information Utility and Privacy levels when α = 0.9 and β = 0.1
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6.10 Analysis of graphical results and simplification of the
OPI function
In this Section, we discuss the results contained in the graphs from the previous Section.
Based on this analysis, we are able to simplify the proposed solution, while still
maintaining the original concepts on which the solution was based.

In line with our initial expectations, as the preference for information utility increases
(i.e. as the value for α increases), the values for x1 and x2 are greater in comparison to
the values for y1 and y 2 . The converse is true as the preference for privacy increases
(i.e. as the value for β increases). Moreover, the values for x1 and x2 increase as more
User Preference Points are allocated to the respective variables. In a similar way, the
values for y1 and y 2 increase as more Intruder Preference Points are allocated to the
respective variables.

Upon closer inspection of the results that were used to create the graphs, we noticed that
the values allocated to xi are always a portion of the sum of the total entropy of the
non-anonymised identifying variables. This portion is based on a ratio of the values
allocated to α and qi . Similarly, the values assigned to yi are also a portion of the
total entropy of the non-anonymised identifying variables, but this portion is based on a
ratio of the values assigned to β and ri . We summarise this finding in a more
generalised form as follows.

Given a microdata set with n identifying variables V1 , K , Vn , the optimum level of
Information Utility xi for a variable Vi can be calculated as:
n
qi
xi = α
qi
H Vj
100 j = 1

∑ ( )
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(19)

and the optimum level of Privacy yi for a variable Vi can be calculated as:
n
r
yi = β i ri
H Vj
100 j = 1

∑ ( )

(20)

where:

•

α is the preference value for information utility, as explained in Step 1 in
Section 6.8,

•

β is the preference value for privacy, as explained in Step 1 in Section 6.8,

•

qi is the number of User Preference Points allocated to variable Vi , as
explained in Section 6.4,

•

ri is the number of Intruder Preference Points allocated to variable Vi , as
explained in Section 6.5,

•

n is the number of identifying variables in the non-anonymised microdata,

•

H V j is the entropy of a non-anonymised identifying variable V j .

( )

Through the use of the above two simplified formulas for calculating the optimum
levels of Information Utility and Privacy, we are able to produce equivalent results to
those produced using the steps presented in Section 6.8. Moreover, by using the above
two simplified formulas, we were also able to simplify the process through which our
optimisation problem is solved and also reduce the complexity of the actual
optimisation itself. Therefore, we were able to reduce the complexity involved in
solving the optimisation problem, while still being able to make use of the richness of
Economic Price Theory and the usefulness it provides in guiding the anonymisation
process.

Through this simplification, we are now only required to set the preferences between
privacy and information utility, as well as the preferences between each identifying
variable, and thereafter use Equations 19 and 20 to determine the optimum values of
information utility and privacy of each identifying variable.
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6.11 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we proposed ANOPI, which is a microdata anonymisation process that
anonymises microdata such that an optimum balance between privacy and information
utility is obtained. We focused on the first function of ANOPI, namely the OPI function,
which determines the optimum levels of information utility and privacy based on
preferences between privacy and information utility, as well as preferences between the
different identifying variables of a microdata set. After these optimum levels have been
determined, we need to anonymise the microdata set such that those levels are achieved.
This occurs in Anonymising function of ANOPI and is described in the next Chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
H OW

TO ANONYMISE MICRODATA TO

ACHIEVE THE OPTIMUM LEVELS OF
PRIVACY AND INFORMATION UTILITY
7.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter, we introduced ANOPI, which aims to anonymise microdata by
guiding the anonymisation process such that the microdata possesses optimum levels of
privacy and information utility. ANOPI has two functions: the OPI function and the
Anonymising function. The OPI function determines the optimum levels of privacy and
information utility; it was discussed in detail in the previous Chapter. The Anonymising
function anonymises microdata such that the identified optimum levels of privacy and
information utility will exist in the microdata.

In this Chapter, we discuss how to anonymise microdata to achieve the optimum levels
of privacy and information utility. The discussion focuses on the Anonymising function
of ANOPI. Our discussion of the Anonymising function will be limited to only two
anonymisation techniques, namely global recoding and microaggregation. As explained
in Chapter 4, these two techniques are typically used to achieve k-anonymity. The
Anonymising function will first be discussed when global recoding is used and
thereafter when microaggregation is used. In both discussions, the Anonymising
function will be simulated by using examples, which will show changes in the way in
which a microdata set is anonymised as the optimum levels of information utility and
privacy change.
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7.2 Anonymising function applied with Global Recoding
Once the OPI function has determined the optimum levels of privacy and information
utility that a released microdata set should possess, the microdata set needs to be
anonymised such that those levels are achieved. This process of data anonymisation
takes place in the Anonymising function of the ANOPI process.

The Anonymising function takes, as its input, the non-anonymised microdata set as well
as the optimum values for privacy and information utility that were calculated in the
OPI function. When global recoding is used as the anonymisation technique, the
Anonymising function determines the codings with which each identifying variable
should be released. Thereafter, it applies global recoding to recode each identifying
variable according to the determined codings. Once the variables have been recoded, the
anonymised microdata set is provided as the output of the ANOPI process.
Recall from Chapter 6 that the notation (Vi ) j indicates that the variable Vi has been
anonymised to the j-th degree by a certain anonymisation technique. Therefore, when
the Anonymising function is applied with global recoding, j shall indicate the coding
with which Vi should be released.

To determine the coding with which an identifying variable should be released, we must
identify that coding of the variable at which the Information Utility and Privacy levels
match the optimum levels.

It is not likely that the optimum Information Utility and Privacy levels obtained in the
OPI function for an identifying variable will match the Information Utility and Privacy
levels of any of the possible codings of that variable. This is because, when the
optimum values are calculated, we use the continuous consumer's budget function, and
thereby assume that any values for the Information Utility and Privacy levels are
possible. The assumption is not valid, since the possible values for the Information
Utility and Privacy levels do not form a continuous function.
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Therefore, if the optimum levels of Information Utility and Privacy of an identifying
variable do not match the Information Utility and Privacy levels of any of the possible
codings of that variable, we need to choose that coding at which the levels are closest to
the optimum solution. In order to do this, we need to choose a coding that has the least
effect on the economic utility level U. That is, we choose a coding C j such that

( )

qi
α
 100  y − Pr iv (V ) j
i
i

 x − Iu (V ) j
i
 i




ri
β
 100 is minimal (where

( )

α and β are the

preference values for information utility and privacy, respectively, and where qi and ri
are the User Preference Points and the Intruder Preference Points allocated to the
variable Vi , respectively).

Since it may still occur that, after global recoding, there exist records which are
relatively rare in the anonymised microdata set, it may be necessary to apply
suppression to remove these rare records from the anonymised microdata set. However,
if we apply data suppression to the anonymised microdata set, we will reduce the
resulting level of information utility and increase the level of privacy. Therefore, we
will further deviate from the optimum values of information utility and privacy that
have been found in the OPI function.

The need to suppress relatively rare records from the anonymised microdata set is
currently out of the scope of this study. However, for future work, we propose to
expand our proposed solution by assuming that both global recoding and data
suppression can be used in the microdata anonymisation process.

7.2.1 Examples of Applying the Anonymising function with Global
Recoding

Continuation of Example 1 – A microdata set with one identifying variable

We now continue Example 1, presented in Section 6.9.1, to show how the Anonymising
function is applied.
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In Example 1, we were given a microdata set with one identifying variable, Year of

Birth, which was denoted as V1 . Let us set the possible codings for V1 as follows:
•

C1 : non-recoded data; V1 can assume any valid year from 1961 to 1990

•

C 2 : V1 can assume the values "1961-1962", "1963-1964", ... , "1989-1990"

•

C3 : V1 can assume the values "1961-1963", "1964-1966", ... , "1988-1990"

•

C 4 : V1 can assume the values "1961-1965", "1966-1970", ... , "1986-1990"

•

C5 : V1 can assume the values "1961-1970", "1971-1980", "1981-1990"

•

C 6 : V1 can assume the values "1961-1975", "1976-1990"

•

C 7 : V1 can assume the values "1961-1990"

The optimum values calculated were x1 = 67.51 and y1 = 67.51. In Figure 7.1, we
show a graph of the set of possible values for x1 and y1 for each coding of V1 as well
as the optimum values. It is clear that we cannot obtain these exact optimum values,
since the optimum levels of Information Utility and Privacy for V1 do not match the
Information Utility and Privacy levels of any of the possible codings of that variable.
Therefore, we need to choose that coding at which the possible levels are closest to the
optimum solution. This coding is C 4 , which is the coding with which variable V1 is
released. The resulting anonymised microdata set is shown in Table A3 in the
Appendix. In Table 7.1, on the next page, we show how the codings change as the
optimum values for x1 and y1 change.
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Privacy
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Information Utility
Possible values

Optimum value

Figure 7.1 A graph of the set of possible values for x1 and y1 and the optimum value

Allocation of Points
Information
utility and
privacy
preference

User
Preference
Points

Intruder
Preference
Points

Released
Coding

α

β

q1

r1

V1

0.25

0.75

100

100

C6

0.5

0.5

100

100

C4

0.75

0.25

100

100

C3

Table 7.1 Codings at different optimum values of Information utility and Privacy in
Example 1
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Continuation of Example 2 – A microdata set with two identifying variable

In Example 2, we were given a microdata set with two identifying variables, Year of

Birth and Marital Status, which were denoted as V1 and V2 , respectively. Let the set of
possible codings for V1 be as in Example 1, and let the set of possible codings for V2 be
as follows:

•

D1 : non-recoded data; V2 can assume the values "Single", "Married",
"Widowed", or "Divorced"

•

D2 : V2 can assume the values "Never_Married", for those values that were
equal to "Single" in V2 , or "Been_Married", for those values that were equal to
"Married", "Widowed" or "Divorced" in V2

•

D3 : V2 only assume the values "Not_released"

The optimum values obtained in Example 2 in Chapter 6 were: x1 = 33.69, y1 = 33.69,

x2 = 14.97, y 2 = 14.97. Based on these values, we release V1 with coding C 4 and V2
with coding D2 . The resulting anonymised microdata is shown in Table A4 in the
Appendix. In Table 7.2, on the next page, we also show how the optimum values affect
the codings with which identifying variables in the microdata should be released.
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Allocation of Points
Information
utility and
privacy
preference

User
Preference
Points

Intruder
Preference
Points

Released Coding

α

β

q1

q2

r1

r2

V1

V2

0.25
0.25
0.25

0.75
0.75
0.75

25
25
25

75
75
75

25
50
75

75
50
25

C3
C4
C6

D3
D3
D2

0.25
0.25
0.25

0.75
0.75
0.75

50
50
50

50
50
50

25
50
75

75
50
25

C3
C4
C6

D2
D2
D2

0.25
0.25
0.25

0.75
0.75
0.75

75
75
75

25
25
25

25
50
75

75
50
25

C3
C4
C6

D3
D3
D2

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

25
25
25

75
75
75

25
50
75

75
50
25

C2
C6
C6

D1
D3
D2

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

50
50
50

50
50
50

25
50
75

75
50
25

C2
C5
C5

D1
D1
D1

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

75
75
75

25
25
25

25
50
75

75
50
25

C2
C4
C4

D2
D2
D2

0.75
0.75
0.75

0.25
0.25
0.25

25
25
25

75
75
75

25
50
75

75
50
25

C6
C6
C6

D2
D1
D1

0.75
0.75
0.75

0.25
0.25
0.25

50
50
50

50
50
50

25
50
75

75
50
25

C4
C4
C4

D1
D1
D1

0.75
0.75
0.75

0.25
0.25
0.25

75
75
75

25
25
25

25
50
75

75
50
25

C2
C2
C2

D2
D2
D2

Table 7.2 Codings at different optimum values of Information utility and Privacy in
Example 2
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7.3 Anonymising function applied with Microaggregation
In this Section, we discuss the Anonymising function when it is applied with
microaggregation. We shall assume that the MDAV (Maximum Distance to Average
Vector) algorithm (Domingo-Ferrer et al., 2006; Hundepool et al., 2005) will be used
for univariate and multivariate microaggregation. The MDAV algorithm clusters
records in a microdata set such that each cluster will have at least k records. The greater
the value for k, the greater the least number of records per cluster, and hence the greater
the privacy and the lower the information utility of the anonymised microdata.

Therefore, to determine how to anonymise microdata such that it possesses the optimum
levels of Information Utility and Privacy, we need to determine the optimum value for k
at which the optimum levels of Information Utility and Privacy will occur. In this
Section, we propose a procedure that can be followed to determine the optimum number
of records k per cluster in both univariate and multivariate microaggregation.

In the case when microaggregation is used in the Anonymising function, the notation

(Vi ) j

(introduced in Chapter 6) shall indicate that Vi has been microaggregated such

that there are at least j records in each cluster of the released variable. Given the
optimum levels of Information Utility, xi , and Privacy, yi , of each identifying variable

Vi , we determine the optimum k value in three steps as follows.

Step 1: For every identifying variable, determine the optimum value for k that will
satisfy the variable's optimum level of Information Utility

For the time being, we consider each identifying variable seperately, since the optimum
level xi of Information Utility is applicable only to a particular variable. Therefore, in
this step, we assume that each variable Vi is microaggregated seperately. That is, we
assume that we shall apply univariate microaggregation in parallel for each variable. For
each variable Vi , we determine the variable's optimum value k independently from the
other variables. If this assumption is not valid, that is, if some variables should be
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grouped together and microaggregated as a group (i.e. with one k value), then we shall
determine this optimum k value for the group in Step 3.

Let m be the number of records that exist in the microdata set. Since we do not remove
records when the microdata set is anonymised through microaggregation, the number of
records present in the non-anonymised microdata set is equal to the number of records
present in the anonymised microdata set.

We assume that we are required to microaggregate Vi such that there are at least k
records in each cluster of Vi . Therefore, the maximum number of clusters, and hence
the maximum information entropy present in (Vi )k , will occur if every cluster has
exactly k records. Therefore, the maximum number of clusters that can exist in the
microaggregated (Vi )k is m .
k

Of course, the MDAV algorithm can microaggregate a variable such that there is at least
one cluster with more than k records. In that case, we will have fewer than m clusters in
k

Vi . However, before Vi has been microaggregated, we are unable to determine the
exact number of clusters that will exist in Vi . We can only make assumptions about the
maximum number of clusters and the maximum amount of information entropy that can
exist in Vi .
Recall, from Equation 6, that the information entropy of (Vi )k is calculated as follows
(Shannon, 1948):

( ) = − ∑ p j log (p j )
j =1

H (Vi )

k

t

where:

•

t is the maximum number of values that (Vi )k can assume, and

•

p j is the probability that (Vi )k assumes the j-th possible value.
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(6)

If there can be a maximum of m clusters in (Vi )k , then there can be a maximum of m
k

k

different values that (Vi )k is able to assume, given that every one of the possible m
k

values is assumed at least once by (Vi )k . Therefore, we can substitute t in Equation 6
with m .
k

Maximum information entropy in (Vi )k will occur when each of the possible m values
k

is assumed by (Vi )k with equal probability, which is equal to

1
m
k

. Therefore, assuming

that we are aiming to achieve maximum information entropy, each of the possible m
k

values will have a probability of

with

1
m
k

1
m
k

. Therefore, we can substitute p j in Equation 6

.

Therefore, Equation 6 becomes:

(

H (Vi )

k

m
k





1 ⋅ log  1 
=−
m
  m  
j = 1 
k
 k 

) ∑

(21)

where:

•

m is the number of records that exist in the microdata, and

•

k is the least number of records that exist in each cluster of the microaggregated

(Vi )k .
Therefore, the maximum information entropy that can exist in the microaggregated
variable (Vi )k such that each cluster has at least k records, is:
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(

H (Vi )

k

)

m
k




∑




1 ⋅ log  1 
=−
m
 
  m  
j = 1 
k 
 k 

=−

m
k

(22)

∑ m ⋅ log  m 
k

k

j =1

=−

m k
k
⋅ ⋅ log  
k m
m

k
= − log  
m
= log (m ) − log (k )

n
qi
Using Equation 19 (derived in Chapter 6), we know that xi = α
qi
H Vj ,
100 j = 1

∑ ( )

( )

where H V j

refers to the information entropy contained in the non-anonymised

variable V j .

(

)

We also know that xi = qi H (Vi )k , based on the way in which Information Utility is
defined in Equation 7 (in Chapter 6).

Therefore,

( )

n
qi
α
qi
H V j = qi H (Vi )k
100 j =1

∑ ( )

(23)

Hence:

( )

qi n
α
H V j = H (Vi )k
100 j =1

∑ ( )
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(24)

( )

Since H (Vi )k = log (m ) − log (k ) , it follows that:

α

qi n
H V j = log (m ) − log (k )
100 j =1

∑ ( )

(25)

Therefore,

qi n
log (k ) = log (m ) − α
H Vj
100 j = 1

∑ ( )

(26)

Therefore, the optimum value k with which the variable Vi should be microaggregated
(i.e. the least number of records that should exist in each cluster of the anonymised Vi )
in order to achieve the optimum level of Information Utility is:


q n
 log (m ) − α i ∑ H V j 


100 j = 1



( )

k =10

(27)

where:

•

m is the number of records that exist in the microdata set,

•

n is the number of identifying variables in the (non-anonymised and
anonymised) microdata set,

•

α is the preference for information utility,

•

qi is the number of User Preference Points allocated to the variable Vi , and

•

H V j is the amount of information entropy contained in the non-anonymised

( )

variable V j .

We should also ensure that the k value obtained in Equation 27 is not greater than the
number of records that exist in the microdata set. Therefore, if k > m, we set k = m.
Moreover, it is possible that the calculated value for k is not an integer. Therefore, we
round off the k value obtained in Equation 27 to the nearest non-negative integer value.
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Step 2: For every identifying variable, determine the optimum value for k that will
satisfy the variable's optimum level of Privacy

The amount of information entropy that should be released in Vi to satisfy the optimum
level of Information Utility xi may in fact be different from the amount of information
entropy that should be released in Vi to satisfy the optimum level of Privacy yi .
Therefore, the optimum value for k calculated in Step 1 may not necessarily be the
optimum value that will satisfy the required level of Privacy. Therefore, in this step, we
determine the optimum k value that will satisfy the optimum level of Privacy in variable

Vi .

We proceed similarly as in Step 1, but use the optimum level of Privacy yi that should
result from each variable Vi after it has been anonymised. As in the previous step, we
shall, for the time being, consider each variable seperately because the optimum level of
Privacy yi is applicable only to a specific variable. Therefore, we shall assume (as in
the previous Step) that each variable Vi is microaggregated seperately, as if univariate
microaggregation would be applied to each variable in parallel. For each variable Vi ,
we determine the variable's optimum k value independently from the other variables.
Should it be required that some variables should be grouped together and
microaggregated as a group with one k value, the optimum value for k will be
determined for the whole group in Step 3.

( )

We have established in Step 1 (in Equation 22) that H (Vi )k = log (m ) − log (k ) , where

m is the number of records that exist in the microdata.

( )

Therefore, by substituting H (Vi )k with log (m ) − log (k ) in Equation 8, we obtain:
y i = ri ( H (Vi ) − (log (m ) − log (k ))

)

(28)

As mentioned above, the optimum value for k calculated in Step 1 may not necessarily
be the optimum value that will satisfy the required level of Privacy. Therefore, we are
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( )

merely using the fact that H (Vi )k = log (m ) − log (k ) and the k used in Equation 28
does not refer to the k obtained in Step 1. That is, in this step, we do not base our

(( ) )

calculations on the actual level of information entropy H V j k or on the k value that
were obtained in Step 1.

n
ri
From Equation 20 (derived in Chapter 6), we know that yi = β
ri
H Vj .
100 j = 1

∑ ( )

Therefore, Equation 28 can be rewritten as:

β

n
ri
ri
H V j = ri ( H (Vi ) − (log (m ) − log (k ))
100 j = 1

∑ ( )

)

(29)

By simplifying, we obtain:

r n
log (k ) = log (m ) − H (Vi ) + β i
H Vj
100 j = 1

∑ ( )

(30)

Therefore, the optimum value k with which the variable Vi should be microaggregated
(i.e. the least number of records that should exist in each cluster of the anonymised Vi )
in order to achieve the optimum level of Privacy is:


r n
 log (m ) − H (Vi ) + β i ∑ H V j 


100 j = 1



( )

k =10

(31)

where:

•

m is the number of records that exist in the microdata set,

•

n is the number of identifying variables in the (non-anonymised and
anonymised) microdata set,

•

β is the preference for privacy,

•

ri is the number of Intruder Preference Points allocated to the variable Vi , and

•

H (Vi ) and H V j

( )

refer to the information entropy of the non-anonymised

variables Vi and V j , respectively.
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As in Step 1, we must ensure that the k value obtained in Equation 31 is not greater than
the number of records that exist in the microdata set. Therefore, if k > m, we set k = m.
We also round off the k value obtained in Equation 31 to the nearest non-negative
integer value.

Step 3: Select the k value that should be used to microaggregate each variable or
group of variables

In Steps 1 and 2, we determined two k values with which each variable Vi could be
microaggregated. The k value obtained in Step 1 is the one with which Vi should be
microaggregated if we only take Information Utility into account. Similarly, the k value
obtained in Step 2 only takes Privacy into account. In this step, we need to select one k
value that will satisfy the requirements of both information utility and privacy, with
minimal deviation from the optimum levels.

Since this step depends on the type of microaggregation used, we continue the
discussion of the remainder of this step by considering univariate and multivariate
microaggregation seperately.

Univariate microaggregation

In univariate microaggregation, we have only one variable V1 that needs to be
microaggregated. Let k

iu

refer to the k value obtained in Step 1. That is, k

iu

is the least

number of records that should be present in each cluster of the microaggregated V1 such
that the optimum level of Information Utility will be achieved. Let k
value obtained in Step 2. Therefore, k

p

p

refer to the k

is the least number of records that should be

present in each cluster of the microaggregated V1 such that the optimum level of
Privacy is achieved.
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If k

iu

p

= k , then we can microaggregate V1 with this value. However, since the

preference for information utility and privacy may not be the same, it is likely that k
p

iu

does not equal k . In that case, we need to find a k value, where k ≤ k ≤ k
p

p

iu

or

iu

k ≤ k ≤ k , with which V1 can be microaggregated and that will have the least effect
on the calculated optimum levels of Information Utility and Privacy of the variable.

To select the k value that will have the least effect on the optimum levels of Information
Utility and Privacy, we need to determine the k value at which there will be the least
deviation from the optimum solution obtained in the OPI function.

The optimum solution to the optimisation problem was obtained when the Economic
Utility value U was at its maximum, taking into account the constraints of the
optimisation problem. Therefore, to determine the least effect on the optimum levels of
Information Utility and Privacy of each variable, we propose to take into account the
least effect on the value of the Economic Utility (U) that was used to derive the
optimum levels. This will ensure that we deviate as little as possible from the calculated
value for U.

We

determine

the

value

for

U

at

each

k

value

between

 iu p 
 iu p 
min  k , k  ≤ k ≤ max  k , k  . The optimum value k selected will be the one at




which the difference between the resulting value for U and the original value for U is
minimal.

Multivariate microaggregation, where each identifying variable is microaggregated
seperately

When we need to microaggregate a microdata set with more than one identifying
variable, but where each identifying variable is to be microaggregated seperately, then
we apply univariate microaggregation to each identifying variable in parallel. Therefore,
the k value chosen for one identifying variable does not affect the k value chosen for
another identifying variable. Hence, we proceed as in the case of univariate
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microaggregation, except that we repeat this step for every identifying variable of the
given microdata set.

Multivariate microaggregation, where variables are grouped into blocks

We now address the need to microaggregate a microdata set with more than one
identifying variable and where identifying variables can be grouped into blocks of one
or more variables. Each block of variables is then microaggregated independently of the
other blocks (Nin et al., 2008a).

We are given a microdata set with n identifying variables V1 , K , Vn . The variables can
be split into blocks of one or more variables and each variable can be part of only one
block.
For each block of variables Vi , K , V j , where 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, we need to determine the
minimum number of records k that should exist in each cluster of that block. Since each
block of variables will be microaggregated independently of the other blocks, the value

k does not need to be the same for each block. Therefore, we determine the optimum k
value for each block independently of the other blocks. Hence, this step is repeated for
each block of variables.

For each variable Vt of the block, we need to take into account the k value that was
calculated as the optimum value to achieve the optimum level of Information Utility xt ,
and also the k value that was calculated to achieve the optimum level of Privacy yt .

iu

Let k t refer to the least number of records that should be present in each cluster of the
microaggregated variable Vt such that the optimum level of Information Utility xt will
p

be achieved. Let k t refer to the least number of records that should be present in each
cluster of the microaggregated variable Vt such that the optimum level of Privacy yt
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will be achieved. Since we have j variables in the block, the number of k values derived
iu

iu

p

p

in Steps 1 and 2 will be 2j: k i ,K , k j and k i ,K , k j .

iu

iu

p

p

If k i = K = k j = k i = K = k j , then we can microaggregate the block of variables
with this value. However, since the preferences for each variable and for information
utility and privacy may not be the same, it is unlikely that the k values obtained in Steps
1 and 2 are all equal. In that case, we need to find a k value that is between the
minimum and maximum possible 2j values. That is, we need to find a k value such that
iu
p
p
iu
p
p
 iu
 iu
min k i , K , k j , k i , K , k j  ≤ k ≤ max k i , K , k j , k i , K , k j  .





Additionally, the k value chosen should be one at which the deviation from the
maximum value for U is minimal, similar to what was proposed in the case of univariate
microaggregation.

7.3.1 Implication for k-anonymity
Another way in which a microdata set can be anonymised is by altering the original
microdata such that it will satisfy the property of k-anonymity (Samarati, 2001;
Sweeney, 2002a, 2002b). When a microdata set is k-anonymised with a certain value for
k (where k > 1), every record is indistinguishable from at least k - 1 other records in that

microdata set. Therefore, it implies that the anonymised microdata set has a certain
number of record groups, or clusters, where each group has at least k records. Therefore,
the problem of selecting the optimum k value in k-anonymisation is similar to the
problem of selecting the optimum least number of records per cluster in
microaggregation.

The research problem of optimal k-anonymisation aims to find an anonymisation that
will produce the "best" k-transformed dataset, as determined by some cost metric
(Bayardo & R Agrawal, 2005). For example, if the cost metric is the information loss
that occurs as a result of the generalization and suppression applied, then an optimal kanonymisation is an anonymisation that achieves k-anonymity with the least number of
generalization and suppression combinations, so as to minimise information loss.
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Finding an optimal k-anonymisation has been proved to be NP-hard (Meyerson &
Williams, 2004), although polynomial time approximate algorithms have been
developed (such as those of Aggarwal et al. (2005), LeFevre, DeWitt, and
Ramakrishnan (2005, 2006), as well as Meyerson and Williams (2004)). Nevertheless,
as in the case of microaggregation, it is unclear from the literature what should be the
optimum k value with which a microdata set should be k-anonymised

Domingo-Ferrer and Torra (2005) described how k-anonymity can be achieved with
microaggregation of continuous, ordinal and nominal data. We can achieve k-anonymity
by microaggregating all the identifying variables of a microdata set as one group.
Therefore, we can use the steps presented in this Section to determine the optimum k
value that should be used in k-anonymisation, if we assume that k-anonymity will be
achieved by multivariate microaggregation, where all identifying variables are grouped
into one block.

7.3.2 Examples of applying the Anonymising function with
Microaggregation
To present examples of applying the Anonymising function with microaggregation, we
will show how the calculated k value changes as the values for the ANOPI input
parameters change. For these examples, we used the Wine Data Set, which is available
at the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Asuncion & Newman, 2007). We used two
variables of the data set, namely "Alcohol" and "Malic acid", which will be referred to
as V1 and V2 , respectively. Table 7.3 shows how the k values change as the values for
the input parameters change.
As the value for α increases and the value for β decreases, the overall k values with
which variables are microaggregated decrease. This is due to the fact that the preference
for information utility increases as the value of α increases. Therefore, there are fewer
records per cluster in the microaggregated variables (although the number of clusters is
greater). The opposite is true when the value for α decreases and the value for β
increases.
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Moreover, as the number of User Preference Points allocated to a variable increases, the
k value with which the particular variable is microaggregated decreases. This can be

attributed to the fact that as the data user's preference for a variable increases, a greater
level of Information Utility should be derived from that variable. Hence, there should be
a greater amount of information entropy present in the microaggregated variable. This
implies that there should be a greater number of clusters in the microaggregated
variable, and consequently there are fewer records per cluster (i.e. a lower k value).

In a similar way, as the number of Intruder Preference Points allocated to a variable
increases, the k value with which the variable is microaggregated increases. A higher
number of Intruder Preference Points allocated to a variable implies that more Privacy
should be derived from the variable. Therefore, more information entropy should be lost
from this variable. Hence, there should be fewer clusters in the microaggregated
variable, implying that the number of records per cluster (k value) should be greater.

Lastly, the way in which variables are microaggregated also impacts the final k value.
When variables are grouped for multivariate microaggregation, the overall quality of the
optimal solution decreases in comparison to performing univariate microaggregation in
parallel to each variable.

As an example, consider the first line of Table 7.3. We see that the k value for V1 can
range between 10 and 98. However, the final k value for V1 and V2 as a group is 153,
which falls outside of the range of k values for V1 . This is due to the fact that the
possible range of k values for V2 must also be considered (which in this case is between
30 and 178), since V1 and V2 are microaggregated as a group. Hence, the range of
possible k values with which V1 and V2 can be microaggregated as a group is between
10 and 178. The value of 153 is selected since it best reflects the balance between
privacy and information utility given the input values. However, if V1 and V2 were
microaggregated seperately, then the k values would be 10 and 158, respectively.
Therefore, grouping variables for multivariate microaggregation reduces the quality of
the obtained solution, since the k value selected for the group of variables may fall
outside of the range of the k values for a single variable.
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Allocation of Points
Information
utility and
privacy
preference

User
Preference
Points

Intruder
Preference
Points

Optimum k

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3
Univariate
Multivariate
micromicroaggregation
aggregation
in parallel
V1 and V2
V1
V2
in one group

α

β

q1

q2

r1

r2

V1

V2

V1

V2

0.25
0.25
0.25

0.75
0.75
0.75

25
25
25

75
75
75

25
50
75

75
50
25

98
98
98

30
30
30

10
56
178

178
53
9

10
56
173

158
52
30

153
64
154

0.25
0.25
0.25

0.75
0.75
0.75

50
50
50

50
50
50

25
50
75

75
50
25

54
54
54

54
54
54

10
56
178

178
53
9

10
56
167

167
53
9

156
54
156

0.25
0.25
0.25

0.75
0.75
0.75

75
75
75

25
25
25

25
50
75

75
50
25

30
30
30

98
98
98

10
56
178

178
53
9

30
56
158

173
53
9

153
64
154

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

25
25
25

75
75
75

25
50
75

75
50
25

54
54
54

5
5
5

5
17
56

53
16
5

54
17
56

16
5
5

16
8
17

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

50
50
50

50
50
50

25
50
75

75
50
25

17
17
17

17
17
17

5
17
56

53
16
5

17
17
56

52
16
17

34
17
35

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

75
75
75

25
25
25

25
50
75

75
50
25

5
5
5

54
54
54

5
17
56

53
16
5

5
5
17

53
16
54

16
8
17

0.75
0.75
0.75

0.25
0.25
0.25

25
25
25

75
75
75

25
50
75

75
50
25

30
30
30

1
1
1

3
5
10

9
5
3

30
30
10

2
2
2

2
2
2

0.75
0.75
0.75

0.25
0.25
0.25

50
50
50

50
50
50

25
50
75

75
50
25

5
5
5

5
5
5

3
5
10

9
5
3

5
5
5

5
5
5

4
5
4

0.75
0.75
0.75

0.25
0.25
0.25

75
75
75

25
25
25

25
50
75

75
50
25

1
1
1

30
30
30

3
5
10

9
5
3

2
2
2

9
30
30

2
2
2

Table 7.3 Changes to the k values as the input parameters change
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7.4 Conclusion
In this Chapter we discussed the Anonymising function of ANOPI, with a specific focus
on how to use global recoding and microaggregation to anonymise microdata such that
the optimum levels of privacy and information utility (obtained in the OPI function) are
achieved. We have therefore completed the presentation of the ANOPI microdata
anonymisation process in this Chapter. By proposing ANOPI, we have achieved the
goal of this study and have also answered our research question. In the next Chapter, we
conclude this thesis by discussing how the goal of our study was achieved. We will also
discuss the main contributions of this study as well as recommendations for future
work.
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CHAPTER 8
C ONCLUSION
8.1 The research problem addressed by this study
When statistical data, such as in the form of microdata, is released, it is necessary to
protect the privacy of individuals whose data is released. In order to protect privacy,
microdata needs to be anonymised. However, anonymisation reduces the level of
information utility, since data is removed (to some extent) from the identifying variables
of the microdata set. Therefore, although anonymisation increases the level of privacy in
the microdata, it also reduces the level of information utility. Hence, a conflict between
privacy and information utility exists. This conflict between privacy and information
utility was the research problem that this study addressed.

This study addressed the above problem by answering the research question "How can
the process of microdata anonymisation be guided such that there will exist an optimum
balance between privacy and information utility in the anonymised microdata?" We

answered this research question through two research sub-questions. Firstly, we sought
to establish how the optimum levels of information utility and privacy should be
determined. Secondly, we sought to determine how microdata should be anonymised
such that the determined optimum levels of privacy and information utility are achieved.
Hence, the goal of this study was to propose a microdata anonymisation process that
anonymises microdata such that it will have an optimum balance between privacy and
information utility.

In this Chapter, we describe how the research question was answered and how the goal
and objectives of this study were achieved. We also discuss the main contributions our
study made towards advancing the state of the art (related to privacy protection and
microdata anonymisation), and also provide recommendations for future work.
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8.2 How did this study solve the research problem?
To solve the research problem, we proposed a microdata anonymisation process called
ANOPI (ANonymisation with Optimum Privacy and Information utility). It anonymised
microdata by guiding the anonymisation process such that an optimum balance between
privacy and information utility will exist in the microdata. ANOPI had two functions:
the OPI function (Optimum Privacy and Information utility function) and the
Anonymising function. For both functions, algorithms were proposed (in terms of highlevel steps). The ANOPI microdata anonymisation process was proposed in Chapter 6.
The OPI function and the Anonymising function were presented in Chapters 6 and 7,
respectively.

Given a non-anonymised microdata set, the OPI function determined the optimum
levels of privacy and information utility. Microdata anonymisation occurred in the
Anonymising Function, which ensured that microdata is anonymised such that the
optimum levels of privacy and information utility are achieved.

In the algorithm used by the OPI function, the optimum levels of privacy and
information utility were determined by applying concepts from Economic Price Theory.
In particular, we applied the concepts and techniques used for solving the problem of
utility maximisation of a consumer. In the problem of utility maximisation of a
consumer, the consumer's optimum balance between the consumption of goods is

determined, when given constraints in terms of prices for the goods and the consumer's
budget available for purchasing the goods. This approach was chosen since the
objective and the constraints under which the optimum solution (to the problem of
utility maximisation of a consumer) is determined can be used to naturally capture the
optimisation problem of balancing privacy and information utility. In our case, privacy
and information utility were our "goods". The preferences between different identifying
variables were used to set the "prices", while the total amount of information available
in the non-anonymised microdata represented the "budget". The proposed algorithm in
the OPI function was evaluated through a simulation, which showed how the constraints
of the optimisation problem impact the optimum levels of privacy and information
utility.
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The OPI function was proposed independently of any anonymisation technique that may
be used to anonymise microdata. It only determined the optimum levels of privacy and
information utility that a microdata set should possess, but it did not specify how the
microdata should be anonymised to achieve the optimum levels. To specify how
microdata should be anonymised, the Anonymising function was proposed. The
Anonymising function is dependant on the type of anonymisation technique used, since
it uses the optimum levels of privacy and information utility as inputs to determine how
the microdata should be anonymised. Since the Anonymising function is dependant on
the type of anonymisation technique used, we limited the specification of the
Anonymising function to only two anonymisation techniques, namely global recoding
and microaggregation. (These techniques were chosen since they are typically used to
achieve k-anonymity.) For both anonymisation techniques, we proposed an algorithm
(in terms of high-level steps) that should be followed in the Anonymising function to
anonymise microdata such that the optimum levels of privacy and information utility
are achieved. Both algorithms were also evaluated through a simulation that showed
changes in the way in which a microdata set is anonymised based on different optimum
levels of privacy and information utility.

By proposing the OPI function, we answered the first research sub-question and also
achieved our first objective. By proposing the Anonymising function, we answered the
second research sub-question and achieved our second objective. Hence, by proposing
the ANOPI microdata anonymisation process, we answered our research question and
also achieved our goal stated in Chapter 1.

8.3 Main contributions of this study
8.3.1 Advancement of the state of the art
Most of the existing approaches that address the conflict between privacy and
information utility in microdata anonymisation only consider the problem from one
angle (Domingo-Ferrer & Torra, 2005; Zhang et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2006; LeFevre et
al., 2006b; Stark et al., 2006; Ghinita et al., 2007; B. C. M. Fung, K. Wang, L. Wang, &
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Hung, 2009; Gionis & Tassa, 2009; Mohammed, B. C. M. Fung, Hung, & Lee, 2009; D.
W. Wang, Liau, & Hsu, 2007). That is, they maximise information utility subject to a
given level of privacy. In such cases, privacy is only a constraint of the optimisation
problem and does not form part of the objective function. Hence, a truly optimum
balance between privacy and information utility is not necessarily achieved, since
privacy and information utility are not both maximised.

Moreover, other approaches that aim to maximise both privacy and information utility
(for example, the approach proposed by Loukides and Shao (2008)), do not take into
account the purpose for which the data user requires the data. Therefore, the utility
preferences of a specific data user are not taken into account. This may also lead to a
solution that does not necessarily provide the optimum level of information utility for a
specific user and the purpose for which the data is released.

The main contribution our study made towards advancing the state of the art (related to
privacy protection and microdata anonymisation), is the ANOPI microdata
anonymisation process. By proposing ANOPI in this study, we proposed a microdata
anonymisation process that finds an optimum balance between privacy and information
utility such that both information utility and privacy are maximised. In addition, the
constraints (of the optimisation problem) used by ANOPI are able to capture the data
owner's and the data user's preferences. That is, ANOPI is able to take into account the
preferences that exist between each identifying variable in the microdata set, as well as
the preference between the resulting levels of privacy and information utility. Therefore,
ANOPI is also able to take into account the environment in which the anonymised
microdata will be used as well as the purpose for which the microdata is released.
Hence, we believe that the use of the proposed ANOPI microdata anonymisation
process leads to a truly optimum balance between privacy and information utility.
Therefore, by using ANOPI, we are able to anonymise microdata without unnecessary
loss in privacy or information utility, ensuring higher quality of the released microdata.

In addition to proposing ANOPI, another main contribution this study made to the
advancement of the state of the art is a new way for quantifying information utility and
privacy. The measures proposed in this study are able to take into account the purpose
for which the data is released, as well as the environment in which the data is used.
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Lastly, we discussed how global recoding and microaggregation can be applied in the
Anonymising function of ANOPI. Hence, we showed how to choose an optimum
coding for global recoding such that the optimum balance between privacy and
information utility occurs. In addition, we also showed how to choose the optimum least
number of records per cluster in microaggregation such that the optimum levels of
privacy and information utility are achieved. Moreover, since k-anonymity can be
achieved through microaggregation, we also showed how to choose the optimum k
value with which a microdata set should be k-anonymised.

8.3.2 Publications produced
Throughout this study, a number of publications were presented at conferences and
published in journals. These publications are listed below.
•

We used Chapter 5 as a basis for a conference paper (Zielinski & Olivier,
2009a), in which we discussed the extent to which k-anonymity is appropriate
for addressing the conflict between privacy and information utility in microdata
anonymisation.

•

We used Chapter 6 as a basis for a journal paper (Zielinski & Olivier, 2010), in
which the ANOPI microdata anonymisation process was presented, specifically
applied with global recoding as the anonymisation technique.

•

We used Chapter 7 as a basis for another journal paper (Zielinski & Olivier,
2009b), which is currently under review, in which we described how to
determine the optimum number of records per cluster in microaggregation.
Therefore, this paper mainly discussed the use of microaggregation as the
anonymisation technique applied in the Anonymising function of ANOPI.

•

A number of other supporting papers were developed in the initial stages of this
study. These include:

o Initial presentations of the research problem were made at two
conferences (Zielinski, 2006, 2007b), and also in an additional
publication in the context of eParticipation (Zielinski, 2007a).

o A solution for overcoming shortcomings of k-anonymity (as discussed in
Chapter 5) was also presented at a conference (Zielinski, 2007c).
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8.4 Recommendations for future work
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at using Economic Price Theory
for the purpose of determining the optimum levels of privacy and information utility in
microdata anonymisation. However, to date, we have not established whether the
ANOPI microdata anonymisation process would be useful in practice. Therefore, one
recommendation we make for future work is to evaluate the practicality of ANOPI.

In addition, ANOPI has a number of limitations that still need to be addressed. The way
in which privacy has been defined is a limitation of this approach. The definition of
privacy is based on the overall amount of information that should be removed from a
particular variable in all records, rather than being based on the information loss per
record. Moreover, this definition does not address the way in which the information
should be removed, but only how much information should be removed from a variable.
This may therefore lead to cases where, once the microdata has been anonymised
through global recoding, it is still possible to have records in the microdata set that are
relatively rare. So, although a variable would have the optimum amount of information
loss (privacy) as a group of records, it may still have records that are relatively rare.

To address this limitation, it may be necessary to combine global recoding with
suppression to ensure that there are no unique or relatively rare records in the microdata
set. Alternatively, the definition of privacy may need to be revised, to take into account
information loss per record, rather than the information loss per group of records. We
leave these aspects as avenues for future work.

Another limitation of ANOPI is that the Anonymising function can currently be applied
only with global recoding and microaggregation. Therefore, as avenues for future work,
we recommend creating algorithms for determining how to anonymise microdata with
other perturbative and non-perturbative microdata anonymisation techniques such that
the optimum levels of privacy and information utility are achieved.
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As another avenue for future work, we also propose to expand ANOPI such that it will
also use additional concepts from Economic Price Theory. For example, the concept of
(economic) rationing may be considered. In Economic Price Theory, consumers may be
subjected to rationing, which limits the amount of goods that a consumer may purchase
(J. Hirshleifer et al., 2005). In such cases, the consumer's optimum point may be
different from the optimum point that would be possible if the rationing constraints
would not need to be met.

For example, the data owner may set a minimum Privacy level for a particular
identifying variable Vi by requiring that it should be anonymised at least to the j-th
degree. This requirement provides us with an additional constraint that the optimum
solution must satisfy, namely that the minimum Privacy level of the released variable

( )
yi ≥ Pr iv ((Vi ) j ). In a similar way, the data user may

Vi should be at least as large as Pr iv (Vi ) j . That is, the optimum solution will need to

satisfy an additional constraint:

require a minimum Information Utility level for an identifying variable Vi by requiring
that it should be anonymised no more than the j-th degree. In this case, we will need to
ensure that the optimum solution satisfies an additional constraint, namely that the
minimum Information Utility level of the released variable Vi should be at least as large

( )

as Iu (Vi ) j . That is, the additional constraint that the optimum solution will need to

( )

satisfy is xi ≥ Iu (Vi ) j .

One can also consider adapting the optimisation problem discussed in this thesis such
that it also considers the (monetary) value of information, in addition considering to
privacy and information utility. The use of incentives for both sharing and protecting
the information may be useful in this respect.

ANOPI was proposed to determine the optimum levels of privacy and information
utility and to anonymise microdata such that these levels are achieved. However, it is
still unclear which microdata anonymisation technique is the best one to use in a
specific set of circumstances. There are clear differences between perturbative and nonperturbative techniques in the way in which they anonymise microdata and in the way
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in which the optimum levels of privacy and information utility can be achieved. Hence,
it is unclear how to select the best (or optimum) anonymisation technique to achieve the
optimum levels of privacy and information utility. Therefore, as another
recommendation for future work, we propose a study to determine how to choose a
technique (and also how to optimally combine different techniques between identifying
variables), in order to anonymise microdata such that the optimum levels of privacy and
information utility are achieved.

In this study, we focused on balancing privacy and information utility in microdata
anonymisation. The conflict between privacy and information utility is also present
when statistical data is disseminated in other forms, such as dynamically queryable
databases and tabular data. The approaches for protecting dynamically queryable
databases and tabular data have been briefly discussed in Chapter 4. As our last
recommendation for future work, we propose to apply Economic Price Theory to
balance privacy and information utility when dynamically queryable databases and
tabular data are protected.

8.5 Conclusion
Ideally, we would like to release a microdata set with high levels of privacy and
information utility. However, privacy and information utility are conflicting
requirements – as microdata is anonymised, its level of privacy increases while its level
of information utility decreases. It is therefore difficult to determine how to anonymise
a microdata set such that it can be released with an optimum balance between privacy
and information utility.

The objective and constraints of this optimisation problem can be captured naturally
with concepts from Economic Price Theory. Therefore, in this study, we used Economic
Price Theory as a basis for proposing a microdata anonymisation process for guiding the
process of microdata anonymisation. The microdata anonymisation process is able to
anonymise a microdata set such that it will have an optimum balance between privacy
and information utility. The proposed microdata anonymisation process first determines
the optimum levels of privacy and information utility. Thereafter, it determines how to
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anonymise the microdata set such that the optimum levels of privacy and information
utility are achieved.

Although only a small subset of Economic Price Theory was used in this study, it
nevertheless provided a new perspective on solving the problem of balancing privacy
and information utility. This suggests that other concepts and techniques available in
Economic Price Theory may provide further insight into solving optimisation problems
that exist in information security.
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A PPENDIX
The Appendix contains the data tables (Tables A1 to A4) used in the examples in
Chapters 6 and 7. The data tables contain artificial data. They represent the microdata of
patients (with different diseases) who were admitted to a hospital.

Year of
Birth

Year of
Disease
Birth
- data continued from left 1978
Cancer
1989
Hypertension
1978
Hypertension
1962
Heart disease
1984
Cancer
1973
Hypertension
1965
Cancer
1970
Hypertension
1990
Cancer
1963
Heart disease
1983
Heart disease
1974
Heart disease
1964
Cancer
1971
Hypertension
1981
Hypertension
1980
Heart disease
1970
Cancer
1963
Hypertension
1962
Cancer
1976
Hypertension
1984
Cancer
1976
Heart disease
1976
Heart disease
1982
Heart disease
1972
Cancer
1962
Hypertension
1967
Hypertension
1986
Heart disease
1984
Cancer
1973
Hypertension

Disease

1967
Cancer
1967
Hypertension
1961
Cancer
1962
Heart disease
1965
Heart disease
1977
Heart disease
1984
Cancer
1978
Hypertension
1977
Hypertension
1965
Heart disease
1990
Cancer
1988
Hypertension
1988
Cancer
1974
Hypertension
1981
Cancer
1961
Heart disease
1983
Heart disease
1963
Heart disease
1982
Cancer
1983
Hypertension
1984
Hypertension
1984
Heart disease
1985
Cancer
1976
Hypertension
1963
Cancer
1965
Hypertension
1977
Cancer
1966
Heart disease
1988
Heart disease
1975
Heart disease
- data continues on right -

Table A1 Non-anonymised microdata used as input in Example 1
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Year of
Birth

Marital
Status

Year of
Marital
Disease
Birth
Status
- data continued from left 1978
Divorced
Cancer
1989
Single
Hypertension
1978
Divorced
Hypertension
1962
Married
Heart disease
1984
Single
Cancer
1973
Married
Hypertension
1965
Divorced
Cancer
1970
Divorced
Hypertension
1990
Single
Cancer
1963
Married
Heart disease
1983
Divorced
Heart disease
1974
Married
Heart disease
1964
Divorced
Cancer
1971
Divorced
Hypertension
1981
Married
Hypertension
1980
Married
Heart disease
1970
Married
Cancer
1963
Married
Hypertension
1962
Married
Cancer
1976
Divorced
Hypertension
1984
Single
Cancer
1976
Married
Heart disease
1976
Married
Heart disease
1982
Married
Heart disease
1972
Married
Cancer
1962
Divorced
Hypertension
1967
Divorced
Hypertension
1986
Single
Heart disease
1984
Married
Cancer
1973
Married
Hypertension

Disease

1967
Married
Cancer
1967
Divorced
Hypertension
1961
Widowed
Cancer
1962
Married
Heart disease
1965
Married
Heart disease
1977
Widowed
Heart disease
1984
Divorced
Cancer
1978
Widowed
Hypertension
1977
Divorced
Hypertension
1965
Married
Heart disease
1990
Single
Cancer
1988
Single
Hypertension
1988
Single
Cancer
1974
Divorced
Hypertension
1981
Married
Cancer
1961
Married
Heart disease
1983
Married
Heart disease
1963
Married
Heart disease
1982
Married
Cancer
1983
Married
Hypertension
1984
Single
Hypertension
1984
Single
Heart disease
1985
Single
Cancer
1976
Married
Hypertension
1963
Widowed
Cancer
1965
Divorced
Hypertension
1977
Married
Cancer
1966
Married
Heart disease
1988
Single
Heart disease
1975
Married
Heart disease
- data continues on right -

Table A2 Non-anonymised microdata used as input in Example 2
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Year of
Birth

Year of
Disease
Birth
- data continued from left 1976 - 1980
Cancer
1986 - 1990
Hypertension
1976 - 1980
Hypertension
1961 - 1965
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Cancer
1971 - 1975
Hypertension
1961 - 1965
Cancer
1966 - 1970
Hypertension
1986 - 1990
Cancer
1961 - 1965
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Heart disease
1971 - 1975
Heart disease
1961 - 1965
Cancer
1971 - 1975
Hypertension
1981 - 1985
Hypertension
1976 - 1980
Heart disease
1966 - 1970
Cancer
1961 - 1965
Hypertension
1961 - 1965
Cancer
1976 - 1980
Hypertension
1981 - 1985
Cancer
1976 - 1980
Heart disease
1976 - 1980
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Heart disease
1971 - 1975
Cancer
1961 - 1965
Hypertension
1966 - 1970
Hypertension
1986 - 1990
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Cancer
1971 - 1975
Hypertension

Disease

1966 - 1970
Cancer
1966 - 1970
Hypertension
1961 - 1965
Cancer
1961 - 1965
Heart disease
1961 - 1965
Heart disease
1976 - 1980
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Cancer
1976 - 1980
Hypertension
1976 - 1980
Hypertension
1961 - 1965
Heart disease
1986 - 1990
Cancer
1986 - 1990
Hypertension
1986 - 1990
Cancer
1971 - 1975
Hypertension
1981 - 1985
Cancer
1961 - 1965
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Heart disease
1961 - 1965
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Cancer
1981 - 1985
Hypertension
1981 - 1985
Hypertension
1981 - 1985
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Cancer
1976 - 1980
Hypertension
1961 - 1965
Cancer
1961 - 1965
Hypertension
1976 - 1980
Cancer
1966 - 1970
Heart disease
1986 - 1990
Heart disease
1971 - 1975
Heart disease
- data continues on right -

Table A3 Anonymised microdata output in Example 1
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Year of
Birth

Marital Status

Year of
Birth

Disease

Marital Status

Disease

- data continued from left 1976 - 1980
Been_Married
Cancer
1986 - 1990
Never_Married
Hypertension
1976 - 1980
Been_Married
Hypertension
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Never_Married
Cancer
1971 - 1975
Been_Married
Hypertension
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Cancer
1966 - 1970
Been_Married
Hypertension
1986 - 1990
Never_Married
Cancer
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Been_Married
Heart disease
1971 - 1975
Been_Married
Heart disease
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Cancer
1971 - 1975
Been_Married
Hypertension
1981 - 1985
Been_Married
Hypertension
1976 - 1980
Been_Married
Heart disease
1966 - 1970
Been_Married
Cancer
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Hypertension
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Cancer
1976 - 1980
Been_Married
Hypertension
1981 - 1985
Never_Married
Cancer
1976 - 1980
Been_Married
Heart disease
1976 - 1980
Been_Married
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Been_Married
Heart disease
1971 - 1975
Been_Married
Cancer
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Hypertension
1966 - 1970
Been_Married
Hypertension
1986 - 1990
Never_Married
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Been_Married
Cancer
1971 - 1975
Been_Married
Hypertension

1966 - 1970
Been_Married
Cancer
1966 - 1970
Been_Married
Hypertension
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Cancer
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Heart disease
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Heart disease
1976 - 1980
Been_Married
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Been_Married
Cancer
1976 - 1980
Been_Married
Hypertension
1976 - 1980
Been_Married
Hypertension
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Heart disease
1986 - 1990
Never_Married
Cancer
1986 - 1990
Never_Married
Hypertension
1986 - 1990
Never_Married
Cancer
1971 - 1975
Been_Married
Hypertension
1981 - 1985
Been_Married
Cancer
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Been_Married
Heart disease
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Been_Married
Cancer
1981 - 1985
Been_Married
Hypertension
1981 - 1985
Never_Married
Hypertension
1981 - 1985
Never_Married
Heart disease
1981 - 1985
Never_Married
Cancer
1976 - 1980
Been_Married
Hypertension
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Cancer
1961 - 1965
Been_Married
Hypertension
1976 - 1980
Been_Married
Cancer
1966 - 1970
Been_Married
Heart disease
1986 - 1990
Never_Married
Heart disease
1971 - 1975
Been_Married
Heart disease
- data continues on right -

Table A4 Anonymised microdata output in Example 2
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